
THE WHITE HOUSE FEB 2 5 IIItH 
WASHINGTON 

February 25, 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR lARRY K.AlZ 

FROM: PAUL DIMOND 

SUBJECf: UNDER- AND UNEMPLOYMENT, OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN 
MALES 

Thanks for your call this morning. Let me know how I can help in drafting a set of 
shorter term and long range options for consideration by Bob and Carol. . 

Enclosed for your review are two brief papers from Bill Dickens of the CEA and Bill 
Spriggs of NCEP with their take on these issues and their own sets of options, some of which 
were not discussed last night. ; 

Could you also think about a couple of other options: 

• combining an anti-discrimination campaign in employment (including the use of 
testers) with an affirmative education and networking campaign to connect qualified 
minorities with available jobs throughout the local labor markets? 

• vigorous minority business promotion (where the statistics reflect a greater 
willingness to hire black males)? 

At an appropriate point it might be worth exploring these issues with Duval Patrick, Drew 
Days, and Chris Edley (all of whom have substantial experience with employment 
discrimination and minority business issues), and with Tim Bates who has 
done considerable work on the relationship between minority business and minority hiring). 

On the issue of values and behavior, given the much higher employment rates for 
African-American males who are married, is there a sensible long-term strategy that would 
encourage marriage and discourage out-of-wedlock births? I know the cause and effect 
problems here, but if there is a way to influence this dynamic, it could benefit both parents 
arid their children -- perhaps, helping to end welfare aDd black male unemployment as we 
know it? I recently had a conversation with Greg Duncan' (the dean of poverty research, 
much like Richard Freeman is the dean of black employment research): he has moved from a 
defense of the efficacy of income redistribution in Europe and Canada to a much "tougher" 
opportunity and responsibility approach as the more effective means to reward work and to 
encourage upward mobility for all in the new, globally competitive new economy. In 
thinking through possible longer term strategies, it may be worth exploring these issues more 
fully with Bill Galston and Greg. 
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How to Address Inner-city Labor Market Pro~lems 

Bill Dickens, CEA 

Although research has developed a fairly good picture of the 
causes of inner-city problems, our policies fall short of 
effectively addres'sing these causes. We have in place, or are 
developing, tools which might solve these problems, but unless we 
explicitly recognize the role these policies could. play, and 
emphasize that role .in our implementation, they will not be 
effective. 

The Important Causes of Inner-City Labor Market Pro~lems 
Huge numbers of jobs were created in ,response to the increased 

labor supply of women and others over tqe last twq decades. Why 
aren't jobs created for people who live in inner-cities? Research 
suggests that it is because the labor is not effectively supplied. 
There are three reasons for this: 

• 	 Studies show that the best way to get a job is' through 
personal contacts -- to find a job good job it helps to know 
someone who has one. In areas of concentrated unemployment, 
too many'unemployed people are forced to rely on the contacts 
of too few employed people. 

• 	 Schools and other social institutions in areas of concentrated 
poverty do not adequately prepare young people for work. 
Young people in these environments are likely to lack both 
formal skills (such as literacy and numeracy) and affective 
characteristics (how one should behave at work) necessary for 
employment. 

• 	 Employment and housing discrimination continue to limit 
opportunity and act as disincentives that keeps people from 
acquiring job skills. Recent studies using matched pairs of 
black and white testers have demonstrated the significance of 
hiring and housing discrimination. 

The problem is not a lack of jobs in the inner-city -- few 
people work in their own neighborhoods. Studies consistently find 
no link between location of jobs and neighborhood unemployment 
rates. This is not surprising when one considers that areas of 
high and low unemployment are often across the street from each 
other. Programs which.have attempted to provide transportation to 
jobs for inner-city workers have generally been failures. The few 
that have had limited success not only provided transportation, but 
also arranged job interviews (thus solving the problem of lack of 
connections) . 
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What Can Be Done? 

Two strategies have been shown to work: 


• 	 orqanise cOlIIJD.uniti.s. Highly organized communities -- such as 
Washington D.C.'s Kenilworth-Parkside -- have been able to 
overcome problems of crime and unemployment by concerted 
community effort. Community organizations directly address 
the problem of helping people prepare for work and also help 
organize employment services. Kenilworth-Parkside operates
its own employment agency. Unfortunately, the success stories 
seem highly dependent on the energy of a few committed people 
(such as Kenilworth-Parkside's KimiGrey), so it is not clear 
what we could do to encourage this on a .large scale. still, 
our policies should facilitate rather than hinder such 
initiatives. 

• 	 Break Up Concentrations of Poverty. Low incom~ families are 
much better off when they are not economically isolated. 
Studies of Chicago's court ordered public' housing 
desegregation, and differences in life outcomes .between 
residents of high concentration central city public housing 
and low density housing show this. Integration into middle 
income communities solves both the problems of job contacts 
and job readiness. A wide range of housing, urban and labor 
market policies could be used to help break-up concentrations 
of poverty, including accelerating the growth of the housing
vouchers program, and improving incentives for the private 
construction of mixed income housing. Such a "quiet" approach 
to housing desegregation could work where construction of 
public housing would be politically impossible . 

. These strategies would be complimented by two additional efforts: 

• 	 Action to reduce the effects of discrimination. More vigorous
enforcement of anti-discrimination law is needed to increase 
the effects of other policies. Studies of who hires minority 
workers suggest that the development of more. minority 
businesses would improve minority employment prospects. 

• 	 Help People Hake Connections. The job placement company
America Works shows that a short program of motivation, and 
training in basic job decorum, can effectively prepare long
term welfare mothers for successful employment at good
companies. By . initially offering workers to firms on a 
temporary basis America Works gives firms the opportunity to 
try workers out before they buy. These elements could be 
built into the welfare reform and any Administration jobs 
program. The development of other programs that could help 
connect people to the labor market -- such as school-to-work 
- should be followed to be sure they serve the populations
that need the connections most. ' 
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NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY 
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WllhlngtDn. D.C. zoooe 


February 24. 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR. 	 Paul Dimond 
Director to National Economic Council 

nOM: 	 William Sprigf 

DirQctor-clesipatc 


RE: 	 Disparate Unemploym;nt It&te of Black Males ' 

This is in response to our cnnver!Ation, Tuelday, rebNIty IS. Siftce that eonvlnation, Tony 
Carnevale and I have talked about this issue. and the NBC's coneem u he unclentands it. I am 
vel)' interested in this issue, and would wanl to be IS involved u much as I can with it. I am 
vcry familiar with the schulll'lihip in this area. and with the player. represtntin, the conttituency. 
I hope there is room for nle to play i lule. . 

You asked for Il brief memo outlinin, thc problem ofunemplq),mont fur African American males 
as I see it. Let me preface this v.i.th my belie! thllt I think the problem u m05" uncm dis,ussed 
ha~ incorreetly been on the so-call.d "undercolss." This focus is too narrow because lhe 
deteriClration in labor market outcomes tor African American mAles, particularly youns adults, 
has been &cross the edueatinn. income and loeabOft cpectl'\lm. A. .olution aimed at onl), Ofte ond 
of the income distrjbution is therefnre isnoring the broader ;trend. And. I 'b,U.VI the brOAder 
trend is the grealer danser. 

The disparily in African Amorican and white male unemployment rate~ is not new. So a e2li:x 
issue is to understand tho persistence in the lap. Yet a more imponant policy qUllttinn 1~ why 
the gap inthc economIc fonwles ufAfnclI1Aiheri,an Ind white males pew in the 19XOs. 
Durin, the 1970s, the ratio or unemployment fur ..duIt male African Americans to whites was 
2.2. and in the 1980s srew to 2.4. This was despite a driunatic mereue in a' al 
!naiftment of African American men compare Wi ltCS.. 

A reason for the differ.ftce in the 1080, lila 1970. me)' bc round in the weaker relationship 
between the unemployment rate ofaduh !n.ale African Amencw and senerDl economic srowth 
thin is true tor white males. My own work on this, usinS .pectral analysis, shoWl! that th~ 
,oHolation between quaner!)' unemployment ratel and the quarterly srowth rate. or GDP are 
lower for African American men than whiles for economic cycles of every length. This lugests 
a structural reason till explain the KBP in unemployment rates. 
. 	 . 
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Examining the srowins dilparilY in WIles for African American and white men, a£tor controllina 
fOf Gifterenoes in o<il.l"tion and ,Igion. reinforces the argument for. st:ructural reason. StuGie. 
using crOIl-I.otion. of inGiviclual. from the Current Population Survey by William Rod,or. 
(r:ollege of WilHam IIU! Mary), and 10hn »0&11.111 (lJnivcrsilY, ofMichiaan) and Richard Pr..man 
(Harvard) showtftlt the aap Irew most tor the Itarlinl WIles of coUeae educated men. An 
analysis of Innaitudinal data fromth. Panel Study for mc;omo Dynamics by Steven hie (here 
at the Commission) showsth.t for prim. workinS-lIe, collese-oG",,&ed men. African American~ 
were almost twice as likely u whites to lUff.r a lou in in~omo from the atart to me end or the 
1"05. Looking at hlah schnol eraduttes, David Howell (New School) fo~d 'hat from 1919 to 
1989 the chanle in the industry Ind occupation mix of hiah .cho01 araduatcl WIll los. 
unfavorable to YOWlg white males (aaes 19-3') than to Africin American•. YOUftS whito hiah 
.chool-educated men were much more successful ininerellinl their that. of the dyum..i~ IOGtOn 

of the .conomy. whilc AfriWl Ameritll1S lost .mployme~t share mtwo of the throe mOlt 
dynamic sectors. ' 

• 
An argument can be made that the economy changed in the 19805. That could be the ease, bued 
on me chanser:: that oecurred between tho 1970s and 1980. in Wlomployment rates, and waaes 
in me Jenerai economy. If the chanse is a .trucmual chanse, thon the data luggest that the 
change was accompanied by barriers that deni.d African Amoriean$ '"oas &0 tho new dynamic 
,.t!.Urs oC the economy. That would not be new. It would Eonow history, u in the e;onomjc 
transfonn .. tion at lbe tum-of-me-century from qrieulwrt to manufaewrina. 

I think thlt other reasons, must often connected to "undereaIJs" iuues are clearly insufficient in 
.xplaining the 1$1805. As you ami I disc\.lSsed. the spatial misrnateh theories appear hoUow. 
First, tb. ~ap in unemployment between suburban blaCks and whites, and central city black. anet 
whites are about the same. Second. that lap between tho tonunes of inner-city And .uburban 
blacks was Constant durinS the 1~'0. and 19805, widl only lOme cyclical variation. So, there 
is linle support that the growin, aap between African Ameri\;an and white malos is the result nf 
central city woe!!. 

The tikill mismatch theories are not clearly better. Th. most Gianning dlangu o"urred within 
~0. educatiunal and skill ,roups. Further, the h\lman capital of African Ameri'llli compared with 
c.H.a'Ir3-~!.~ whites impruved dramatically from the 1970& to the 19108. 'Tho most dramatic in~aso Will 

OT'" Among YOWlS worker~. Dropout rates among African American. doc::lined dromatieally. IDd 
~ . stan.df'dizcd tNt s~ore5 mad, great improvements among hish lehool Factuat". y.t the lipS 
. ~~iriss B'oW for the yoWlScst AttilOlIl AmericlD cohon. There IS some evidence. thouah not 

Vol.t..q.,,! 
. 

without controve,sy, thllt a poaliblo elltplan&liun is thar the returns to cognitive skill' IS measured 
by stAndardized test ICOfes inc::reasod mo'e rapieD, dum the averaae test scorell of blacks. A 
difficulty with that explanation is that the:: eaminas ,ap between black and white workers ,feW 

dll1he late 19805, and then (during the reoession) reversed itselr. 

Strategies KSsuming that lbe barriers are benian. and reprlltnt "sta.tistical discrimination," beg too 
many q\lcstions. Most imponant. this dnes not answer why common pcreoption$ of human 
capital differenc;es would persist when human capital difFeren'cel have narrowed dramatiellly. 
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Stratelie. wuming III "underc1us" explanation wilt hlv, difficulty because .they ilium. human 
"piw differonce. are the problem when thole differencos are'so small. while tho economic 
o",tcomol lI'e so vutly difrerent. Such. ltrateIY ianorcs :the work of Robcn Haveman and 
Barbara Wolfe (Univ~r,ity or Wi.consin). and C.;iU. Jt.oui. (princeton) mowin" that African 
American y~u1h are alr.ady sipificantly ,"ore likoly than similar whites to finish hiah Khool. 
Iftd havins fini.hed hiBh Ichool to attend coli••,. Given the already maher drive 'by African 
Americans for more educationt thehiah.r unemployment raws lor 'blaok coU.,e gracJuatci (in 
1993, for those under 24, black coU'S. srlduatel had an uftemploymlllt rate of 11.3% vora"'l 
',1'/0 for white college graduates, and 'I.OG/i for aU whites 16 to 2~ not enroU,d in school) may 
make it difficult to succeed in closing the collee. attendance alp..The dropout aap is already 

. smlli. &lain because of the hiper drive by African Americans for education. Clo.ina that aap 
Cill best be achieved by elolins in;ome lapl ~ong parents. 

I think that IZ'I effe:ctive: JtrateJ)' is to expand Ilona the work oC Dllvid Howell. Idontity those ' 
industry and Occupo.tions that are ,rowin" and hav~ do'Jinin,lharol of ~rri~an AmericlUl 
workers and tarsef them for o.ffirmativc action .fforts. Fwtlte:r, =mbino tho technology policies 
of the Administration to those tf£orts. I rear that other policies not done: 1O,~th~r with this one: 
will not attack the problem head-on, and may l'lve people disi11usionoda'bout the: efficacy or 
federal efforts. 
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E X E CUT I V E OFF ICE o F THE PRE SID E 

24-Feb-1994 04:31pm 

TO: 	 Rosalyn A. Miller 

FROM: 	 Elgie Holstein 
National Economic Council , 

SUBJECT: 	 Dinner Tonight 

R -- For Carol's information, following is the final list of 
particpants for tonight's dinner. As per my discussion with 
Sylvia, Carol is referenced as co-hosting the dinner with Bob. 
Call me with any questions. 

February 24, 199:4· 

I 

MEMORANDUM 	 FOR RUBIN/RASCO DINNER PARTICIPANTS 

MEMORANDUM 	 FROM: ELGIE HOLSTEIN, NEC 

SUBJECT: 	 Participants List 

Bob Rubin and Carol Rasco are hosting a dinner/discussion tonight 
in preparation for the G-7 Jobs Conference in Detroit. The 
subject of the discussion is black male unemployment. The dinner 
will be held in the Monticello Room of the Jefferson Hotel at 
1200 16th Street, NW. Following is a list of expected 
participants. 

Administration Officials 

Secretary of Commerce Ron Brown 

Labor Department: 
Larry Katz, Chief Economist 
Bernard Anderson, Asst. Secy, Employment: Standards Administration 

National Economic Council: 	 ' 
Bob Rubin, 	Assistant to the President fot Economic Policy 
Gene Sperling, Deputy Assistant to the President 

for Economic Policy 



Paul Dimond, Special Assistant to the President 
for Economic Policy 

Domestic Policy Council: 
Carol Rasco, Assistant to the President ,for Domestic Policy 
Bill Galston, Deputy Assistant to the President 

for Domestic Policy 

David Ellwood, Assistant See'y for poli~y & Evaluation, HHS 

other Guests 


Richard Freeman, Harvard University . 

Harry Holzer, Michigan state University: 

Ronald Mincy, Ford Foundation, NY 

Hugh Price, Rockefeller Foundation, NY 
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I 
E X E CUT I V E OFF I C :E o F THE PRE SID E 

I 

I 
23-Feb-19~4 05:40pm 

, 

TO: Sylvia M. Mathews I 


TO: Linda J. MCLaughli~ 

TO: Rosalyn A. Miller :


i 
IFROM: Elgie Holstein I 
I •

National Economic Oounc~l 

CC: Paul R. Dimond 
CC: David J. Lane I 

I 

SUBJECT: Thursday Dinner: B~ack Male Unemployment 

I 

Following is the final list of confirmed guests 'for the dinner 
tomorrow night on the subject of black Imale unemployment. 
Unfortunately, Secretary Reich will not be able to attend. 

I 

I
The count is 14. i

I 

Administration Officials -- Confirmed ~ 

Labor Department: 
Seere~ary-Re~eft I 
Larry Katz, Chief Economist, Labor Dept. 

Bernard Anderson, Asst. Secy, Employmerit Standards Administration 


National Economic Council: 
 I 

Bob Rubin, Assistant to the President ~or Economic Policy 
Bo Cutter, Deputy Assistant to the President for Economic Policy 
Gene Sperling, Deputy Assistant to the !President 

for Economic Policy , 
Paul Dimond, Special Assistant to the President 

for Economic Policy 
I 
I 

Domestic Policy Council: I 
Carol Rasco, Assistant to the Presiden~ for Domestic Policy 
Bill Galston, Deputy Assistant to the President 

for Domestic Policy 
1 

David Ellwood, Assistant Secly for Pol~cy & Evaluation, HHS 

Other Guests Confirmed 



Richard Freeman, Harvard University . 

Judy Gueron, Manpower, Demonstration, and Research Center, NY 

Harry Holzer, Michigan state university: 

Ronald Mincy, Ford Foundation, NY : 

Hugh Price, Rockefeller Foundation, NY : 




MEMORANDUM 


TO: CAROL RASCO , 
BOB RUBIN 
BILL GALSTON 
GENE SPERLING 

! _~_Put__~~~ FROM: LARRY KATZ 

SUBJECT: Background Materials related 0: Black Male Unemployment J.'{t 
DATE: February 18,,1994 

! ~'tJ: 
In preparation for th meetin~' tSLntatively scheduled Q \OfHIJl 

fo next week, I attach some rou: ading summarizing ~ 
research on the black male employment problem and evaluations of ~. 
the efficacy of programs to serve disadvantaged youth and adults. . 
The following materials are included: I . ~ 

I •
Lawrence Katz, "The Labor Market and the D1sadvantaged, " (}.(1\ , \'r::)~ I A • 

U. S. Department of Labor, testimony ,I December 1993. v,~L!UI\t.Q. 

Harry Holzer, "Notes on Young Black ,!Male Employment," tl ""~ 
Michigan state University, February 11994 • vv~ 
Ronald Mincy I "Introduction," in R. [MinCY, ed., Nurturing ..J..J:\ hll A..J , 
Young Black Males, Urban Institute, ,forthcoming 1994'. l U ' '-\.UlU 

U.s. Department of Labor, Office of Ithe Chief Economist; 

draft executive summary to liThe Eff~ctiveness of. Training 

and Employment Services,1I February ~8, 1994., 


U.S. Department of Labor, Office of lithe Chief Economist, 
IIAlleviating Unemployment Among the Disadvantaged: Using the 
CCC and other Public Jobs Programs df the New Deal as a 
Model for a New Jobs Initiative." I . 

Harry Holzer, "Black Employment Problems: New Evidence, Old 

Questions," Michigan state University, November 1993.' 




THE LABOR MARKET AND THE DISADVANTAGED 

I 

Statement of Lawrence KaJ 

Chief Economist . 
U.S. Department of Labor 

before the 
Committee on Ways and Means . 

Subcommittee on Human Reso~rces 
House of Representatives I 


December 7, 1993 




Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you Ifor the opportunity to appear before 

your Committee today as part of your hearings on Children and F:1ammes at Risk in Deteriorating 

Communities. I am very pleased that you have provided me withthe opportunity to discuss the 

causes and effects of recent adver~e labor market trends affectinh low-skilled workers. An 
. I . 

understanding of the nature of the labor market conditions facing! disadvantaged individuals is 'crucial 
, 

to the formulation of effective policies to improve their employmerit and earnings prospects and to 
t 

revitalize the economic and social conditions of high-poverty com.munities. 	 . 

INTRODUCTION 

The economic and social well-being of disadvantaged American youths and young adults 

those with limited education or skills, 'from poor families and imJ,verished neighborhoods, and from 

minority backgrounds - has deteriorated ~ubstantiallY over the lak twenty years. . 
. 	 I. 

" 	 . I 

a 	 The real wages of the young and less-educated plummeted, breaking the tiistoric 
pattern of rising earnings for American workers at all skill levels. In the early 1990s the 
real hourly pay of recent male high school gradu~tes was more than 20 percent below 
that of recent graduates twenty years earlier; the ~ecline in pay of young high school 
dropouts has been even more extreme. !. 

a More and more disadvantaged young men and young women are "idle," not in school, . 
. WOrking, or looking for work. Approximately 50 ~rcent of out-of-school young 

Americans (those age 16 to 24 years) without a high school degree are currently not . 
. I 

employed. And more than 70 percent of young black hjgh school dropouts are 
currently not employed. Many of these out-of-school youths are persistently out of 
work and have the potential for being permanently lost to the legitimate economy. 

a 	 The proportion of young men in trouble with the I~W has increased dramatically". 
Almost 700,000 young men from 16 to 34 years 9' age were incarcerated in 1989. 
Richard Freeman of Harvard estimates that approximately 50 percent of 18-34 year 
old, black male, high school dropouts had crimin~1 records in the late 1980s. No other . 
developed country faced such levels of crime amhng its youth (Freeman, 1991). 

a 	 Homicide, drug abuse, and the AIDS epidemic arb taking a rising toll on 

disadvantaged youths. 1 


a 	 A smaller proportion of young disadvantaged Americans are marrying and forming 
families. Those that do are increasingly poor as ~re their children. . 

a 	 The low incomes, high joblessness, and social JtholOgieS of young Americans mean 
that many have problems obtaining the basic neCessities. Even during the late 19SOS 
boom, the number of homeless families headed ~y young women g"rew, while the 
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weakened economy of early 1990s increased the lproportion of the young dependent 
on foodsiamps and welfare. '" 

Not every indicator of the lives of disadvantaged youths and young adults shows deterioration, . 
I 

. bUt the overall picture is grim. A large proportion of the young w~men and young men who are the 
. . . . I . . . 


future of· the country -- the workers of the 21 st century -- are in trfuble. 

. I 

What caused the deterioration of the economic and social lives of disadvantaged young 


Americans? What must be done -- by youths and their f~ilies, ~ local communities, by employers, 

. . . I . . 
by the Federal government -- to restore the American dream to tie disadvantage~? These are 

extremely hard questions involving complex individual and socia' ,behavior to which no one has 

definitive answers ..In this testimony, I will try to briefly summarizJ what has been learned from 

. . . '. I 


research on how broad economic forces appear to have twisted the labor market against the less- . 

. ! . . 


skilled and the disadvantaged. I will. then discuss how these lab+ market shifts have affected the 

. . . . I 

economic and social conditions faced by young Americans in distressed communities and some off 


the Implications for the cjesign 01 strategies to Improve these ~ontitions. The Losing Generations 


report by the Panel on High-Risk Youth of the National Research CounCil, which will be discussed in 


detail by your panel of experts, provides ~ much more co~prehehsive picture of changes in 'the 


settings in which high-risk adolescents live and 01 what is known ~bout how these changes have 


translated into deteriorating socioeconomic outcomes. 

. I 

THE NATURE AND LIKELY CAUSES OF RISING WAGE INEQUALITY . 

Family income inequality increased substantially in the U~ited S~ates over the last twenty years 

especially during the 19808. The real incomes of the bottom forty percent of families were no higher 
I 

at the end of a long economic expansion in 1989 than were the i~comes of the bottom forty percent of 
. . . . I . 

families a decade earlier. In contrast, the incomes of the upper 20 percent of families were almost 20· 
• .' I . . 

percent higher in 1989 than those of analogous families in 1979. ! These differences did not narrow in 

the early 19908. 
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The enormous disparities in the fortunes of American families in recent years largely have 

been associated with labor market changes that have increa~ed Jverall wage inequality and altered 
. • 	 I 

the wage structure in favor of more-educated and more-skilled workers. Recent broad .changes in the 

U.S. wage structure can be summarized as follows: 

o 	 From the 1970s to the early 1990s wage dispersion increased in the United States to 
. levels greater than at any time since, 1940. , The hburly earnings of a full-time worker in 

the 90th percentile of the U.S. earnings distributioh (someone whose earnings 
exceeded those of 90% of all workers) relative to aworker in the 10th percentile 
(someone whose earningsexceeded those of justl1 0% of all workers) grew by 20 
percent for men and 25 percent for women from 11979 to 1989. The gap increased 
further in the early 1990s. 

1 

o 	 Pay differentials by education and age increased.!The college/high school wage 
premium doubled for young workers with weekly wages of young male college 
graduates increasing by some 30 percent relative ito those of young males with twelve 
or fewer years of schooling. In addition, among Ytj0rkers without college degrees the 
wages of older workers rose· relative to those of younger workers. The only earnings 
differential that fell was that between men and wotnen, which dropped by 10 percent 
or so in all education and age groups in the 198~. 

o 	 Wage dispersion increased within demographic a~d skill groups. The wages' of 
individuals of the same age, education, and sex, working in the same industry and 
occupation, were more unequal in the early 1990~ than ten or twenty years earlier. 
Much of this increase took the form of greater wage.differentials for 'similar" workers 
across establishments in the same industry. ! 

In summary, both one's labor market ·connections· and o~e's formal educational qualifications 
. I 

appear to matter more for one's earnings today than in-the past. rOSe'frOm disadvantaged 

backgrounds are increasingly handicapped in the labor market on both of these fronts. . 	 , . . I '. 
Since these changes in the wage struCture occurred in a period of stagnation in overall real wage 

growth, th~ less-educated and less-fortunate suffered substantial Jeal earnings losses relative to 
, 	 I 

analogous individuals one 0( two decades ea~ier. The sharp rise lin educational wage differentials 

started in the early 1980s. But the pattern of overall rising wage TeqUality,raPidly expanding within 

group inequality, and declining real earnings for the less-skilled has been apparent for twenty years. 

What explains rising wage inequality in the United States? Most researchers conclude that the 

. ~. 

major cause of riSing wage inequality and' increased educational wage differentials since the 1970s is 

a strong secular shift' in relative labor demand favoring more-educ~ed workers and tho~e with . 
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problem-solving skills (e.g., Bound and Johnson, 1992; Freeman knd Katz, 1993; Katz and Murphy, 

, '. I 
1992; Levy and Mumane, 1992; and Murphy and Welch, 1992). This relative demand shift has been 

the resutt of technologicaf changes favoring more-educated.Iaborllnslde almost every sector In the . 

economy and sectoral shifts in employment away from sectors that have traditionally provided, high

wage oPPortu~itieS for less-educated workers. The supply side llso played some role in the 1980s ' 

as the historic downward trend in the relative supply of less educked young workers,weakened, due 

to the decrease In ihe rate of growth of the college QJ3d\JOle sha1e of_ers, and an Influx of 

immigrants with less than a high school education. The decline in unionization also appears to have 

contributed to a widening wage gap between more~ and less-edubated workers. ' 

Shifts in relative labor demand against the less-skilled arl generally vieweq as the key to 

understanding rising wage differentials. In fact, for many ye~rs t~e industrial and o~cupational 
distribution of U.S. employment shifted in favor of college graduJes rel~tive to non-c~lIege workers 

and in favor of women relative torni.n. Employment fell in 90od~prodUcin9 ~ors that employ many 

blue-collar males and expanded in professional, medi~al, and business service sectors that employ 

many college graduates and In service industries that hire relativJIY ~any women. The loss of high

wage, blue-collar jobs in goods-producing sectors may account ft as much as one-quarter to one

third of the 'increase in the college/high school wage differential fJr males during the 1980s 

I 
(Blackbum, Bloom, and Freeman, 1990; Bound and Johnson, 1992). One should not, however, 

I ' 
exaggerate the role played by the shift in employment from goods to services. Most of the change in 

the job structure occurred within detailed industries, where firms ihcreased their usage of more-

i I ' ' . 
educated k d These c hanges argely' reflect changes Inwor ers relative to less-e ucated workers. 

technology and the organization of work. 

The increased internationalization of the U.S. economy has also contributed to changes in 

labor market conditions fOr ,mo;... and less-skilled workers. In thel19BOs, trade Imbafances augmented 

the nation's implicit supply of less-educated workers, particularly those with less than a high school 

education (Borjas, Freeman, and Katz, 1992). Many production ahd routine clerical tasks can be more , ' 
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easily transferred abroad than in the past. But one also should nj'overstate the role played by 


globalization. The increased implicit supply of less-educated wo~ers arising from trade deficits 

I 

perhaps accounts for as much as 10 to 15 percent of the rise in the college/high school wage 

differential from the late 1970s to the mid-1980s. By contrast, balkced expans;on of international 

trade in which growth in exports matches the growth of imports h8s had fairly neutral effects on 

relative labor demand. 

Probably the most critical factor raising demand for more skilled workers relative to less skilled 

workers is technological change that favors skills. In the.1980s, t~e increased use of microcomputers
I 

and computer-based technologies shifted demand toward the mO~e-educated. In manufacturing 


increases in the relative employment of ~ore-educated workers wlre positively correlated with . 

. 	 . I 

investment in computer technologies,and R&D intensity (Berman, iound, and Griliches, 1994). A 

substantial wage premium for workers who use computers on their jobs explains a substantial part of 

increases in the college wage premium (Krueger,,1993). Whether!because of computerization or other 

causes, the pace of within-sector relative demand shifts favoring Jore-Skilled workers accelerated in 

the 1980s (Berman, Bound, and Griliches, 1994; Katz and MUrphY] 1992). 

• 	 But demand shifts are not the whole story. If changes in demand were all that drove wage 

differentials between more and less educated workers. those diffe~ntials would have risen In the 

19705. In that decade, as in the 1980s, relative demand shifted tTard college graduates against less 

educated workers (though there was no trade deficit in the 1970s)i but educational differentials 

i
actually fell in the 1970s. . 	 . I . 

One reason for the difference in the trend in wage differerllials between the 1970s and the 
. 	 I 

19805 is found on ,the supply side of the market. In the 1970s the relative supply of college graduates 

grew rapidly, the result of the baby-boom cohorts who enrolled in jllege in the late 1960s and early 

1970s in response to high rewards to college-going and fear of being drafted for the Vietnam War. 

The growth of supply overwhelmed the increase in demand for mJe educated workers, and the 
, 	 . I . 
returns to college fell. In the 1980s, by contrast, the growth of the!relative supply of graduates 
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diminished, due to baby-bust cohorts arid the lower return to coll~e-going of the 1970s. Katz and 
I 

Murphy (1992) estimate that the growth of the relative supply of ·riollege-equivalent" to "high-school
I " 

" I " 
equivalent" workers declined from a 5 percent annual rate from 1971 to 1979 to a 2.5 percent annual . 	 ;. ' 

rate from 1979 to" 1987. ". . I " . 

Immigration into the United States in the 1980s also potentially contributed to rising inequality 
" 	 I" " 

by bringing many less educated workers into the labor market The skill distribution of new 
. 	 I 

I 
immigrants to the United States in the 1980s was bimodal; Many immigrant workers came with 

. I " . 
college degrees. But many from developing countries came with little formal schooling, which may 

have adversely affected the market for native-born Americans With: limKed scl)ooling, those who failed 

to graduate from high school (Borjas, Freeman, and Katz, 1992). Immigration did not have a major 

effect on overall changes in the wage structure but it probably ad1ed a small increment to the poor . 

outcomes for rion-im~igrant Americans without high school degri. . 

" I 
In sum, sizeable and accelerated demand shifts favoring the more-educated and reducedI. . , 

growth in the relative supply of the more-educated combined to increase wage inequality in the 1980s. 

The massive college-education-wage premium of the 1980s and e~ 1990s has contributed to a 
I 

sharp increase in college enrollment rates in recent years despite Fharply riSin~ tuition costs. This will 

accelerate the growth in the relative supply of college graduates i~ the future, but relative demand 

I 
shifts against the less-educated are likely to continue at a rapid rate. 

Even in the United States, where market forces have greJ leeway to determine wages, 
. I 

institutional factors also played a role in raising inequality. ,A majJ institutional factor that affected the 

U.S. wage structure is the decline of unionism. Consider, for exJple, what happened to young blue 

collar men in the 19aOs. The proponion who were in unions fell bt some 15 percentage points while 
I 
I 

the percentage of young white collar men in unions was roughly cbnstant (and lOW). Thus 15% of the 
. I . 

less skilled lost the 20-25% wage advantage associated with unio~ism, the lower dispersion of wages 

found in unionwork places. and the greater provision of penslons land other fringe benefits under 

unionism. Some researchers estimate that by itself.. the precipitous 1980s drop in the union share of 
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the work force explains one-fifth of the rise in wage differentials 0 overall dispersion a~orig men

1 
(Blackburn, Bloom, and Freeman, 1990; Freeman, 1993; Card, .1992). .

". I· 
Strong shifts· in relative labor demand favoring the more-skilled have created pressures 

towards rising skill differentials and wage inequality in all advancl industrial countries. During the 
. I 

19808, the countries with the most decentralized wage-setting sy~ems and least structured pathways 

from school-to-work for non-college individuals - the United StatJ and the United Kingdom - had 
I 

exceptionally large increases in wage inequality and wage differe~tialS by skill. Most other developed 

countries had only moderate or slight increases in wage ineqUalJ (Freeman and Katz, 1993). 

Two broad types 01 national strategies _e associated W~h little increase in skill differentials 

and overall wage inequality in the 19808~ The first is the Europeai model of greater institutional role 

in the wage setting process through increases in minimum.wages\and extensions of the terms of 

collective bargaining agreements to firms not directly involved in' such agreements. Strategies of this 

type succeeded in the early 1980s in preventing the wage structu~es from widening by much in Italy 

and France. But these policies do not directly deal with changing demand for skills and can run into 

serious economic difficulties over the long run. Policies that limit market wage adJ'ustments without . . . I .. 
directly addressing changed market conditions can prevent wage inequality from increasing, but risk 

stagnant employment growth, persistent unemployment for young ~orkers (:'" in France), and/or a 

shift of resources to an underground economy to avoid wage regulations (as in Italy). 

The second national strategy combines some institutional tage interventions with education 

and training systems that inveSt heavily in·non-college workers. Germany and Japan are exemplars in 
. ! 

training. German and Japanese firms appear to treat COllege-edudated and non-college workers as . , I 

much closer substitutes in proo,uction than do U.S. or BritiShfirms,1 reducing the effect of similar 

technological changes on relatiVe skill·demand and. lowering pressure for wage structure changes in 

these countries compared to the Vnited States. 

, But no advanced industrial nation has been able to generate all three of the following 

outcomes over the last fifteen years: (1) prevented rising wage ine~uality, (2) improved the real wages 
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of less-educated workers who remain employed, and (3) avoided ~harp increases in unemployment. 

Nevertheless, a lesson from the differences in national experiencel appears to be that p~licies to 

buffer the earnings of the less educated either by tax incentives Jinstit~ional wage-setting seem to 

l
work best when accompanied by policies that augment their skills as well. Systematic policies to 

make work pay combined with better defined pathways fr~m SChJOI-to-work and more investment in 

the skills of ~on-college graduates may have the potential for imp~OVing·both the wage and 

employment prospects of those without college degrees. 

. ( , 

. HOW LABOR MARKET CHANGES HAVE AFFECTED THE DISADVANTAGED 
I ) 

The deteriorating economic position of young Americans from disadvantaged backgrounds is' 

due in part to the massive Cha~geS in the U.S. and global econoly that have worsened the prospects 

for less-educated and les~-skilled workers in the labor ma~et. Th~ days when high· sch~ol dropouts 

or even high school graduates could expect to move directly into bOod-paYing factory jobs for life are 
, I. 

over. Labor market prospects depend much more on problem solving skills and on one's ability to 

directly work with customers in the expanding service economy. 
, 

These labor market shifts have had a particularly adverse effect on disadvantaged young 
- ·1 ' 

males. The real wages and employment rates of young;-Iess-educated males have fallen dramatically 
, I 

over the past quarter-century. This deterioration has been true fo; white and Hispanic males, but it 

has been even worse among black males. It has shown up in ter1s of both increased unemployment 

and decreased labor force participation. The nonemployment ratJ for 20~t:-24 year old nonwhite 

males incre~sed from 22 percent in 1964 to 42 percent in 1992. ~UCh of this decline involves 

persistent joblessness--individuals are essentially jobless 52 weekl out of the year. We have a 

growing class of persistently non-employed individuals. I . 

The shift in relative labor demand against blue-collar work land against less-educated workers 

has disproportionately affected young disadvantaged males. 'SloJ economic growth and weak labor 
I . 

markets (relative to those of the 1950s and 19608) throughout much of the last twenty years have 

I 
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further limited opportunities both in the entry-level positions and for upward occupational mobility for 

disadvantaged young workers. Those in the inner city have bee~ further hampered by a shift in 

employment opportunities into the suburbs. 

Economic changes (especially labor demand shifts away from manufacturing and generally 
I . . . I 

weak labor markets) may have started the downward cycle for disadvantaged youth, but the resultant 
. I 

joblessness has in tum contributed to social changes in urban cdmmunities (increases in crime, 

violence, and drug abuse; the lack of "middle class· role models; ~d breakdowns in the traditional 

family) that now make it very difficult to deal with the labor markJ problems in inner cities. This . . I 

problem is not unique to U.S. urban areas. Persistent jOblessne~ associatedwith industrial decline in 

the North of England appears to be connected to increased crim1,drug use, and v.iolence and a 

I 

rapidly expanding ·underclass· in formerly stable working class areas. Similar phenomena have been 

ot>se";ed in high unemployment parts of southOm Spain and naJ . .. 
r 

. A stronger economy, rapid private sector employment growth. and tighter labor markets are a 

necessary condition for improving job prospects for young black len and other disadvantaged 

groups In America's inner cities, but the extent 0/ the problems +the exPerience of the boom of the 

late 1980s suggest economic growth by itself unassisted by policies designed to specifically deal with 
. I 


.' I 


the problems of high poverty areas may not be sufficient to reverSe recent trends (Blank and Card, 

1993; Cutler and Katz, 1991). Extremely tight labor markets in thJlate 19808 in places such as Boston 
I 

and New Jersey temporarily improved emptoymentp,ospects for risadvantaged workers, but did not 

make a substantial dent into reversing trends towards increasing ~olence, neighborhood 

disintegration, and persistent poverty. Economic reversal in NoJeast at the start of the 1990s 

reinvigorated a vicious downward trajectory. . ·1 

Adverse economic shocks have disrupted the family and ~ommunity institutions that have 

traditionally enabled disadvantaged youth to respond to 'improve~ents in legitimate economic 

activiti~s. Youths in areas of conc~ntrated poverty lack infOrmatiJn about job ma~et opportunities 

and lack networks through which they can gain referrals to ~n eJployer from someone trusted by the 

'. . '.' I . 
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that employer. The problem of missing networks is especially important for young black males given 

the rising fraction of this group with criminal records. ,ncarcerauoh and probation appear to have 
. ,I 

long-term adverse effects on the employment of young men (Freeman, 1991). Even those young 

black males without criminal records are further disadvantaged ~. the rising prevalence 01 criminal 

, involvement since employers appear more reluctant to give them i chance (Ki,rschenman and . 

Neckerman, 1991). .' 

. I, 
IMPROVING THE LABOR MARKET PROSPECTS FACED BY THE DISADVANTAGED 

Besides a strong macroeconomy, sound policies of invest~ents in communities, education, 

and training are also needed to improve economic and social COn6iti~nS in high poverty areas. The
/ I ' 

Administration has started this process with the Empowerment Zohe initiative. the Youth Fair Chance 

'" . I 
initiative, I;lnd an expansion of the Job Corps. Furthermore, broader policies concerning life-long 


learning such as the school-to-work initiative, reform of student Ils, National Service, the 


comprehensive worker adjustment program, and one-stop career benters can potentially play an 

important 'role in improving labor market prospects for disadvanta~ed individuals. The School-ta-Work 

Opportunities Act. by developing a national framework for thedev~lopment of a School~to-Work 
Opportunities system in every State to provide our non-college-Jnd youth with the academic and 

technical skills needed to obtain well-paying jobs,is an especially limportant initiative for improving the 

prospects of disadvantaged youth. The continuing shift of labor demand against the less-skilled . . ' I ' 
means that opportunities ·for the disadvantaged to improve their ~ills are crucial to improving their 

1 I 
labor market prospects. . I 

If progress can be made to reduce persistent joblessness, other social problems will be much 
. !. 

easlerto handle.ln_igning policies aimed at communities ~concentrated poverty. I would 


suggest,that we build upon lessons learned from research in the following areas: 




· 11 I. 
1. Targeting programs directly on high-poverty areas. Government programs aimed at the 

I 
I 

poor typically are spread across the entire country, with nb special targeting on areas of 
I 

concentrated poverty. However, it is possible to use cen~us tract data to specifically target 
, I . 

funds to high-poverty urban neighborhoods and rural are~. The new empowerment zone 
I 

legislation _s this, as ooes DOL's Youth Fair Chalice P1ogram. The importance of 

neighborhood spillover effects and peer influences strongly suggest that one may receive a 

greater "bang for the buck" by using concentrated investments that affect entire peer groups 

and have the possibility of really changing community norms towards work .and family. 

2. The effectiveness of Job training for adults. Random assignment evaluations of welfare

to-work programs and JTPA suggest that moderately intensive job training programs can have 

positive earnings impacts on adult men and women. The net impacts on earnings of these 

programs are statistically significant but modest. This suggests that job training should be 

part of an overall stra~egy for fighting poverty, but needs to be combined with other 

interventions to" make work pay 'if we hope to boost individuals out of poverty. 

3. The difficulty of effectively serving youth and the need for broad and Intensive services. 

Random assignment evaluations of youth training programs have often been disappointing, 

suggesting that it is very difficult to turn around the lives of disadvantaged youth. It is 

possible that community-wide interventions-such as empowerment zones, Youth Fair Chance

-could affect community values and peer pressure,. and thus have a much larger impact on 

youth than typical job training programs that attempt to affect one youth at a time. 

Experiences with innovative programs suggest that intensive programs with broad ranges of 

services are most effective for youth. The youth program that appears to have the strongest 

positive effects, the Job Corps, is an intensive residential program that changes the youth's 
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environment and provides basic skills training, occupational training, work experience, social 

/ skills training, and jol? placement services. 

4. The Importance of community-wide values regarding work and family. The recently 

expanded Earned Income Tax Credit and the Administration's proposed Health Security Plan· 

should go a long way· towards making work pay. The Administration's dramatic expansion of 

the tax credit will increase the value of the credit to 11 million working families with children. 

We need to find complementary ways to boost the returns of working so as to tilt the trade-off 

between working and not working for disadvantaged young males towards work. 

Furthermore, to develop policies to reduce inner-city poverty, we must come to grips with 

incentives for crime relative to the incentives for legitimate work. Given the extremely high costs of the 

crime (including the costs of imprisonment, the costs of operating, the criminal justice system, the loss 

of potentially productive citizens, the costs of crime to victims), policies that make crime less attractive 

and legitimate work more rewarding for disadvantaged youths are likely to have a large social payoff. 

These include policies to improve the labor market skills of the disadvantaged,law enforcement 

poliCies, and those that deal with the rehabilitation of first-time offenders. 

Of course welfare reform is another important component of the agenda. "defer to my 

colleague from the Department of Health and Human Services, Assistant Secretary Bane, for a 

detailed analysis of the principles behind the Administration's welfare reform effort. But let me quickly 

reemphasize a couple of points. ~ crucial element is that work must pay so that those moving off 

welfare are rewarded for their efforts. Second, the labor market returns '0 education and training have 

risen to extremely high levels, and many forces of economic change are working to reinforce these 

trends. Training and job search assistance aiso appear to payoff for welfare recipients. Thus access 

to education and training opportunities and employment services is a crucial part of refocusing the 

welfare system on work and jobs. 
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CONCLUSION 


Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for providing me with this opportunity to discuss the 

labor market problems faced by disadvantaged Americans and especially those residing in areas of, 

concentrated poverty. One can interpret the important role played by community values towards 

work, peer influences, and neighborhood institutions to the prospects for those in distressed 

communities in either a pessimistic or an optimistic manner. The pessimistic interpretation is that 

while stronger macroeconomic performance improves the situation in distressed communities, 

changes in aggregate economic conditions by themselves do not appear to be able to fully reverse 

the current cycle of poverty and deprivation. The optimistic interpretation is that we may greatly 

underestimate the effectiveness of policies that make work pay, change attitudes towards work, and 

improve skills and labor market connections through our individualistic approach to policy evaluation. 

,Policy resources concentrated in distressed areas that affeCt peers and family members and systemic 

changes that alter neighborhood institutions and community values may have large multiplier effects 

working thn;:)ugh peer, family, and neighborhood spillovers that lead to much larger impacts than one 

might predict from standard approaches to program evaluation. I look forward to continuing our 

dialogue on how to design a comprehensiVe strategy to alleviate the labor market problems faced by 

disadvantaged and low-skilled individuals. 
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NOTES ON VOtING :SUer: JGLB EMPLOYMENT 

I. ".Dow.1 ••••uola OD Labor Dr••" outa03l•• 

What we Know 

The fOllowinq faotors appear to be major determinants of 

employment and/or earnings probl... of young black male. relative 

to ~o.e of young- Vhitee: 

1) peglinin; demAnd for the less-Ikilled,both between 

industria. (decline of manufaoturing) and within; 

2) LoWer aSSuoa1;ion levels and lower cognitive skill levels 

among 	blacks within eduoation qroups; 

3) Lower and lesa stable work experi,nce among blaoks, 

4) §.gat:!"l problema (1.e., employer relooations away from 
-

1nner-city areas), compounded J:)y tranaportation difficulties and 

information/perception limitations among-young inner-city workers, 

5) Disoriminator;y elllplgyer attitude" who complain about 1:)oth 

the .kills and work ethio among blacks And who especially tear 

young black males; 

6) opportunities for partioipation in crime (anel perhaps other 

causee of relatively hiqh reservation wages amo1\9' SOlIe, even though 

a large fraotion of the u~employed report a willingness to acoept 

minimum-wa,e employment). 
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Sgm, ReMining OUestions 

On the emplOYer .ide of the aarket, we still have limited 

understandinq of exactly Which jobs are .currently available to 

younqandless-edueated black ..1•• , and. why many employers seem so 

reluctant to hire them. .In particular: 

..~g what extent. or. ..ployar pargaptions of poor worls 

attitudes and perfRrmanc. 'pong young black ules rell Dr illUsory? 

,:'0 Wt ·.xtent do these ,¥plain lawer employment rates or 

turnover/limited wag' growth? EVen if they are real on average, 

statistical discrimination 1s stronqly sugqe.ted. Since 80 little 

is known about potential worker productivity at the t1meofhirinq, 

sUOh statisti'cal hir!nq practices ,may be sen.iblefrom the 

aployer's viewpoint. There 1s also some growing-· evidence of 

"customer discrimination" in 80me place. - i.e., limited hiring of 

. blacks when customers are primarily white .in various retail trade 

and sales/service positions. 

But to the extent that raoial 'laps in workplace performance 

(even within educational and occupat1onalcategories) are real, it 

may be more appropriate for us to focus on these gaps and how they 

miqht be narrowed. 

It is quite possible (thou'lh difficult ·to demonstrate 

conclusively) that workplace performanoe of young blaoks may De 

negatively affected by the (mutually reinforcing) negative 

attitudes towards each other of employer. andblaak workers. 

-ExActly Which rap[Uitinq And ,greening agtivities of , 

employers limit thi hiEing of ypgpg blagks? Bow do thIS, vary by 

.aptor of the economy, waqe leval 9r workplace logation? Row 
) 
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important are reliance on referrals· frOll acquaintances/current 

workers, the application/interview process, experience criteria, 

.referenc•• ,atc.? What role is played by subjective jUdgments as 

oppo.eel to measura"le oharaoteri.tics? How iaportant are suspicions 

of criminal activity, and to what extant are these veritied? 

On the wgrker aide of the market, we oould use more knowledge 

about the followings 

-iSydo basia cggnitiye 85111s, 'oqial(intgractiyp skills . 

• xparienqe IJld at:t.ituci•• actually affect. the yorkplace pertgrmlnct 

g! young blacks? To the extent that gaps in average workpla.ce 

performance may be real, what are their exactoauses in terms of 

worker "ackground and characteristics? 

- To What 'xtent are the adjustment.ot black! 1;0 the tlnew" 

l&bor mArket (in term. of lagroying t.hair skill" travellinq 

further tg .eek and acgept employment. eto.) limited by gAPs in 

their infenation/perceptions about. these chanaa? The alternative 

hypothesis is that younq blacks aocurately perceive the high costs 

of adjustment relative to the limited benefits which they would 

obtain. 

- To what extent ara the emPloyment pro'pects Qf tbose whg 

haye anqagad in criminal. activity limited by their .own iack af 
'. 

interest in york? How many participants in such activity might 

actually accept lcw"Wage work if available? How does this ehanqe~s 

they age, and how eloes it depend on incarceration/conviction 

history? 

http:adjustment.ot
http:workpla.ce
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-&£til t:.bere ether dimensions of jqaa .earch behavior besi4es 

~aeryltion XAges and Ilafgh effort thAt limit employment 

proagegtaZ There ia little evidence of relatively low aearch effort 

amonq young blacks in the workforce. But are there other 

indications of "discouragement" or ineffectIve search behavior? 

%1. aeoeat 1V14anca f~o. the HUlti-altJ 8tu41 

The surveys of employers an4 workers in the tour-oity study 

funded by the. Ford and Russell Saqe Foundations are designed to 

answer at l~ast· some of these questions. Some new evidence is 

availa!:?le at this time for Detroit. '!'hough the findings ar~ quite 
, 

preliminary, and we don't even know the extent to Which they will 
\ 

be replicated in the other oitie., a few merit some discussion. 

-Despite diminiphing overall job availability, job vaGaney· 

·rates are relatively high in the central·city due to hiEb turnoyeE 

- both qyita and discharges. The high turnover rate there seems 

only partly accounted for by waqes, occupations, etc. (though 

declininq wages in reoent years may have &coentuatedtbe turnover' 

problem). In the household data, turnover differences (or thoae in 
~. - . 

employment durations) between ~ounq whites ana blacks exoeed those 
. 

observed for nonemployment durations. 

FUrthermore, we observe comparably hiqh turnover rates' among 

suburban firms that hire many blacks - even those with black 

supeFvisors. The turnover rates alao imply that work experience for 

blacks may not g'enerate the kind. af future waqe growth or 

employment that we generally as.oclate with suoh experience. 
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-The rAtio of black hire. to blast" applicant. at j:he firm 
, 

leyel is lower for ~~adk males than tor bllc~ famalea • lOW.r far 
both in the l\lburl:!s than in t;ha cantral-city, and lowar for blaCk, 

:than tgr whites mora genGall! in both plages.. Worse discrimination 

~9ainst black males and in the ~Uburbs is strongly suggested, as 

average s1l:111 need. in t.he relevant. job. 40 not. appear to be 

hiqher. Interestinq patterns emerge acrOBS ,occupational categories, 

with black male applicants still preferred (relative to black 

females) in blue-collar jobs anp black temales preferred in 

clerical and service jobs. Reluctance to hire blacks is relatively 

qreater in sales jobs in the suburbs but in clerical jobs 1n the 

oentral-city, sugqestinq customer preferences in the former and 

peroeived skill prob~em. in the latter. 

"'Black search and app~igation activities. 'groSs the suburban 

AEtas are uneven. Tendencies of blaaks to search/apply' for jobs is 

partly acoounted tor by distanoe from the. central-city and by 

worker transportation costs, (i.e., access to cars). But it is also 

cot-related with peroeptions ••on9 blacks of local ~rlend11ness 

towards them (gauqad in the housinq marltet section of the household 

survey) • 

-Once black' an hired in the suburbs. their - wages -and 

gspupat~on leyels ore relatively batter than in the gent~Al-gity. 

Thisse.ms partly Clue to difterenc.. in the personal 

charaoteristics of thoae who co_ute v. those who clon't, partly due 

to the oharaoteristics of jobs in.each place (i.e., more miadl.

level jobs and moremanutacturin9 in the suburbs) ,and 'perhaps 

partly to the "orowd1nq" of black. in the central-city labor market 

relative to labor demand there.

http:Thisse.ms
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-Emplpyer tend.engies to hin young, blacks might; we~l be 

limited by their strong reluctanc. to hire those wit) ctll-minal 

£Ioom' anA by 01:hlr employes: crit.ria.. The latter inalucle strong 

preferenoe. for thQse with· specific jOb experienoe (negatively 

correlated with tendanQY to hire blacks), references, and. more than 
. 	 ! . 

sbort-ters work experienoe. Government training programs and ~BD'S 

appear to have some' sti9matill~q effects as well. 

"'Eccznomia rewards to edUCAtion and Also to performange of 

gReci'1c tasks, sUQh as nyperiQD1.'ct1y!tv and ule of gompute,., 

Ilem to·);g rising fer Young black, and whitiS. 

Taken together, these results in4icate thatimprovlnq black 

acoess to parts of .the suburban labor market, reducinq hiring 

discrimination in that market, and raisinq their skill levels as 

well as certain personal credentials would Biqnificantly improve 

their employment. rates. But the high turnover rates for young 

blacks and the firms.that hire them indicate proDlems in worker 

perform«noe and/or racial attitudes that should affeot the 

employment and future earninqa prospects of those workers I and may 

reinforce amp1oyer reluctance to hire young Dlacks. 

III. 	»01107 Implio&~io•• 

The above r~searoh findings suggest same fairly clear policy 

implications at a broadly defined level. These inclUde: 

,1) Improvingedueation levels and basic skills througb the 

sChoOls and post-school job tra1nin91 
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2) Raising .arly private aector work experienoe, perhaps by 

amoothinq the dschool-to-work~ transition with proqrams that link 

schools and employers am! by improving job placement servlces, 

3) Raiainq ~inO:bl1itytl to su);)urban employers ~ combinIng 

transport.ation assistance with job pl'aceaent and counsellln9i 

4) Ralaing EEO monitorin; at anr1 pre.sur.. 01\ suburban 

oployarsj' 

,5) Raising overall labor d••and with employer wage subsidies 

or tax credits as well .a with public ••ctor employment; 

6) Perhaps providing- employee wage subsidies as well to 

enhanoe the relative attractive of low-wage jobs. 

We might categorize option 1) as being the most 10ng-tl£D in 

soope (particularly the par't dealing with the s~hools), while the 

others are mora shgrt-t.rm.. I'Urtharmora, options 2) -4) would be of 

most use for thosa withl'"s layer. labor market difficulties, 

while options 1),5) and 6) deal with those Whose difficulties are 

relatively mObs ••yare (e.q., hiqh school dropouts, criminals, and 

the lcnq-tarm unemployed). 

Of Clour•• , the proble. with lIuch of this ia that the neur 

IIlPtoaQhes have on1X tleen tried It various 19cal settings and have 

nat been SeriOUsly evaluated. While most of tae old,: approaohes 

have not proyen tg be goat-@ffcgtiy. in the galt. 

Examples of 'the latter include the long list of government 

'tx-aininq proqrams that generally appear to have baen ineftective 

tor young lllal,s (or costly) in the pa.t. 'rha.e include STU (Summer 

TraIning and Employment Program) for h1qh-sehool students; 

I 
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Supported Work and JobBtart for out-of-achool students,. and JTPA 

programs for youth. The Targetted Job Tax 'Credit lIi9ht also be 

added to thialist, alonq with state-lavel Interprise Zones and 

costly public Servioe Employment jobs. 

But on the brigbter aide, BOlle programs do seem.,to be oost

effective" such as Job Corps (suggesting' that oomprehensive 

lervioes and intensive foous maybe needed to overcome the huge 

disadvantages that many younq males face) • If we measure sucoess 

by- short-term job acceptance rather than long-term -earnings 

effects, other programs (such as the Youth Incentive Entitlement 

Pilot Project) indicate that ,we can raise employment. rat.. by 

providing qovernment jobs. 

~e stigmatizing effect of 90VerlUBent training might be 

avoided altoqe'ther J:>y instead providing young males with private 

training vouchers (along with counselling. tor bow best to use 

tha> ; while the stigmas associated with the'l'JTe Blight possibly be 

avoided by more generous (higher subsidy rates and ceilinqs) and 

more broadly defined tax credits for employers who hire these 

workers. Por instanoe, we lIli;ht link the subSidy to the hiring Of, If .\~ 

employees w1~ personal residences 1n certain urban areas ratberJ'~ ~~ 

evidence suggest. that even the foraer can be stigmatizing_ pilot 

. , '~",r<.u,,!( 

than personal or family di8advantaqs, thouqh, some qualitative' i-cf'0 

r~.s.1.l \0-\ Iv" 

l-J\
projects -and careful.valuation ara clearly in order before these' Jru ffrcl 

are pursued on a18rg. scale. 

SChool-to-work proqrams and sChool-employer ,linkaqes have 

already received plenty of attention at the Departlllent of Labor, so 
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there is no need to repeat the options and -(lack of) evidence here. 

Pub1io job-placement activities (suCh aa through' the Employment 

Service) have never,Deen vary widely used or successful in the OS, 

though there have been interestinq proposals tor (and scme local 

experience with) llnkinq central...city scbools to re'qional' data 

-centers (S~ch as me~opolita.n-wide Private Industry councils). 

In consiaering any of these approaches, we must remeJllber the 

hiqh turnover rates observed in Detro1t and the negative results ot 

Supported Work demonstrations for young' males - i .. e.,. mere job 

placement and work experience, especially if it is short..tenl and 

unstable, may not generate significant future employment or 

earnings benefits for seriously disadvantaged black males (though 

it may be of greater help to the 1ess-cUsadvantaged, whose work 

experienoe. may be more stable, .. 

A variety of "mobility" stratevies that combine public transit 

or van pools with jo:b pla.cement have been tried 1n Chicago, 

Philadelphia, MilWaUkee, Detroit and other places. Some evaluations 
I 

Dlay be underway; H~~ ..~ug:h!_~~rre_nt1Y at_~~ 

in Philadelphia) i8 the p$reon who follows these most closely. If 

we----------dafine n~b1lityl' aore broadly to include aidin.q residential 

relocations to suburban areas, wa -have the fairly positive 

employment effects of the Gautreaux experiments as well (though 

these involved primarily female household heads and foous on 

housing rather than labor markets) • 
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Finally, one might mention mentoring proqrams (Ronald Mincy, 

Ford Foundat!on) and other approaches that focus more. directly on 

adolesoent/teen social environaentsand. behaviors. But I'
! 
assume 

these are beyond the scope of LabOr Depart~.nt policy. "

<> .. 
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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING AND EMPLQYMENT SERVICES 

Executive Summary 

The role of education, training, and employment services programs 
have grown in recent years. Education and skill levels have 
become increasingly important in determining a workers level of 
earnings, and employment services have taken on increasing impor
tance because workers who lose their jobs are having more diffi 
culty finding new ones. 

In responding to these trends, it is important to· review what we 
know about the effectiveness of training and employment services 
in this country. An impressive body of evaluation literature is 
now available to help us do this; this literature provides 
valuable lessons about which programs and approaches do work, and 
which do not. ' 

This review summarizes the best evidence that is available from 
this literature on the actual post-program impacts of these 
services on employment, earnings, and educational achievement. 
We rely to the extent pqssible on studie~ that use a random 
assignment approach which examine the independent impact of 
program participation on future earnings. The lessons learned 
can be used as guideposts in ongoing policy decisions. 

section 1: First Jobs for Youth 

section 1 of the paper examines what we know about facilitating 
the acquisition of first jobs by youth who are new entrants to 
the labor market. We also discuss several programs that have 
attempted to help high school students .at risk of dropping out. 

The majority of programs for in-school youth who are at risk of 
dropping out have not been rigorously evaluated in a manner that 
would allow one to determine their long-term impacts on high 
school graduation and future employability. However, those 
evaluations that have been conducted demonstrate clearly that 
educational interventions 'can raise at least the short-term scho
lastic achievement of disadvantaged youth. The record on 
improving high school graduation is moremixed-

o 	 The Summer Training and Employment Program provides ,remedial 
academic education and summer jobs to disadvantaged youth 
aged 14 to 15. At the end of two summers in STEP (with some 
support services provided over the intervening year), stu
dents had shown significant improvements in academic 
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achievement due to the program. But when STEP graduates 
were re-examined several years later they showed no signifi 
cant ~mprovements in high school graduation rates. Summer 
interventions alone do not seem sufficient to address all of 
the barriers facing disadvantaged youth. 

o 	 California's Partnership Academies are small-scale, highly 
intensive career-·focused programs aimed at high school. youth 
at risk of dropping out. They appear·to have significantly 
increased the rate of high school graduation among these 
youth. It is not yet known which elements of the Academies 
-- the increase in resources devoted to the students or the 
strong vocational focus of the programs -- were responsible 
for these positive results. 

There are also evidence available on several subsidized 
employment programs for in-school youth. In essence, these 
programs appear to have been successful in greatly increasing. 
employment among disadvantaged youth during the period that the 
subsidized job is provided. Thus, subsidized jobs for youth do 
not simply sUbstitute for jobs that would have been available 
without the subsidy. But the story on post-program impacts is 
less clear, and somewhat negative. 

Economists have estimated that the Summer Youth Employment 
Program (SYEP), which provides summer jobs to disadvantaged 
youth, greatly increased employment rates among disadvantaged 
minority youth in sites where jobs were provided. The Youth 
Incentive Entitlement pilot Project (YIEPP), which guaranteed
full-time summer jobs and part-time school year jobs to . 
disadvantaged youth who stayed in school, appeared to have 
roughly doubied the employment rates among disadvantaged youth at 
program sites. But researchers estimated that this increased 
employment under YIEPP did not lead to increased rates of high 
school graduation for program participants. . Also, employment 
prospects after the subsidized jobs ended seem to have shown 
little or .no improvement. 

There is a great deal more evidence available' on employment and 
training programs. for disadvantaged out-of-school youth such as 
high school dropouts. Several general lessons can be drawn-

o 	 vocational skills training for disadvantaged youth can work. 
But it must be long-term. high intensity. or very well 
implemented. Short-term (3 to 6 month), low-intensity . 
skills training for youth under CETA and JTPA has generally 
been unsuccessful in raising employment or earnings. In 
contrast, the Job Corps, a high-intensity program lasting 
about a year that provides a combination of basic education 
and job training to disadvantaged 16 to 24 year olds in a 
residential setting appears to be quite successful. Job 
Corps participation appears to significantly increase 
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earnings and educational attainment while reducing the 
incidence of serious crime among graduates. ~ Although Job 
Corps training costs 4 to 5 times what JTPA training does, 
the adcHtional investment per participant appears to more 
than 	pay for itself. 

The Jobstart demonstration tested various approaches to 
short-term, moderately intensive training for youth at 13 
different sites. No significant positive results were found 
for 12 of the sites, but one program, the San Jose center 
for Employment and Training (CET) did show very strong 
positive effects, improving annual earnings for participants 
by over $3,000. CET is marked by its emphasis on vocational 
skills training, with basic academics taught within the 
context of vocational instruction. It is also distinguished 
by.very,close connections to the local labor market. The, 
CET example shows that short-term youth training can work, 
but only if it is very well implemented. 

, 
o 	 Subsidized work experience for disadvantaged youth has 

produced SUbstantial gains during the period of subsidized 
employment,' but seems to produce little or no positive 
benefits after the work experience is completed. ' 

o 	 Job. search assistance for disadvantaged youth does seem to 
produce moderate but short-term ben~fits. Program 
participants show earnings 'gains 6 mqnths to a year after 
program entry, but a year or two after the program they have 
earnings and employment no higher than similar youth who 
hadn't participated. This indicates that job search 
assistance simp,ly speeds the process of getting a job. 

o 

A number ,of programs have 'addressed the special needs of young 
single mothers,attemptin9' to help 'them complete their education 
and improve their employment prospects. These programs have 
generally shqwn positive but modest results. 

o 	 The LEAP, program used a strategy of 'welfare grant r~ductions 
and bonuses for teenage mothers on AFDC to encourage high 
school attendance. The program was successful in 
signifi.caritly improving enrollment and attendance. 

o 	 project Redirection provided educational, health, and 
welfare benefits to poor teenage single mothers. --The 
program produced no gains in high school graduation rates, 
but_participants did show some increases in the likelihood 
of employment and declines in welfare recipiency. They were 
also, somewhat more likely ,to enroll their children in Head 
Start. Overall, the program results were positive but 
disappointingly modest. ' 
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section 2: Jobs for Adults with Little or No Labor Market 
Experience 

section 2 summarizes the evidence on employment and training 
programs for disadvantaged adults with little or no recent labor 
market experience. While many economically disadvantaged adults 
have extensive employment.experience, there are many -- welfare 
recipients, ex-criminals~ or simply those who are down on their 
luck -- who are coming off long periods 'of unemployment. There 
are a number of programs designed to help these adults reinte
grate themselves into the labor market. 

Training programs for disadvantaged adults have generally been 
successful in improving earnings significantly, and have tended 
to be cost-effective investments for society. However, they have 
not seemed to produce earnings gains sufficient to lift trainees 
out of poverty. 

The two major Federal programs for disadvantaged adults 
generally, the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA), 
active from 1975 to 1981, and the Job Training Partnership Act 
(JTPA), which has operated from 1982 to the present, have both 
been estimated to produce significant earnings gains for adult 
participants. The success of these relatively short-term 
programs for adult participants is a marked contrast to their 
ineffectiveness for youth. 

The evidence for JTPA training is especially good, since it 
relies on a large-scale experimental evaluation. . This research 
found that JTPA participants at the sites studied earned an 
average of $850 more due to program participation during the 
second year after program graduation, an average increase of 10% 
to 15% over what they would have earned without the program. 
Since JTPA training is relatively short-term (4 to 6 months) and 
not particularly expensive, these earnings gains were 
substantially greater than the costs invested to produce them. 

Many training programs are targeted specifically at the special 
needs of poor single parents. Some.are voluntary training 
courses, while others are broadly required for all recipients of 
Aid to Families wit~ Dependent Children (AFDC) benefits. 

A number'of voluntary programs have had marked ,success in 
improving the earnings and employment of single parents. TWo 
programs that used a supported work approach, which provides 
subsidized employment combined with extensive support services, 
produced average earnings gains of about $1,500 to $2,000 
annually during the first and second years after program exit. 
Although the program gains faded somewhat, improvements in 
earnings were lasting -- program participants sho.wed signif~cant 
earnings gains 8 to 9 years after exit from one supported w~rk 
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program. Both programs were found to be cost-effective. 

conventional voluntary classroom and vocational training models 
have had a more mixed record of .success with single parents. The 
Minority Female single Parent (MFSP) Demonstration tested 
different training models at four different sites. Only one 
site,. the San Jose Center for Employment and Training (CET), 
showed positive impacts on earnings and employment. During the 
fifth year after graduation CET participants earned about $1,000 
more than comparable non-participants, a 15% advantage1 • 

'Welfare to work' programs mandate training, education, and/or 
job search ~or AFOC recipients. There have been numerous 
evaluations of these programs, which have tended to find that-

o 	 The programs are generally beert succe.ssful in producing 
.' 	signific~nt but modest positive effects on earnings and 

employment and slight declines in welfare recipiency. 
Average earnings gains generally range from $200 to $600 
annually, with somewhat smaller declines. in average annual 
welfare income. . 

o 	 Even with these modest improvements, welfare-to-work 
programs have generally been'cost-effective, with reduced 
welfare payments and increased tax receipts outweighing 
program costs. 

o 	 So far, more work-oriented 'programs have been somewhat more 
successful than programs emphasizing basic education. 

Altnough welfare to work seems to be a worthwhile investment, the 
earnings gains from these training programs aione are generally 
much too small to lift families out of poverty. 

Another group of adults with special needs are prisoners and ex
offenders. A study by a Harvard labor economist found that a 
SUbstantial proportion of less educated males had criminal 
records, and these men faced great barriers to labor market 
success. 'Two types of programs currently try to help ex
offenders reintegrate themselves into society -- 'boot. camps I for 
first-time offenders, 'and vocational training, education, and 
work experience programs for prisoners. 

·'Boot camp' programs are generally designed for first-time non
violent offenders as an alternative to regular incarceration. 
Most 	boot camps do not include a strong education or job training 
component, relying instead on hard physical work and military
style discipline. Current evidence seems to show that these 

1 Note that CET was the same program that showed positive 

results for disadvantaged youth. See above. 
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programs hi:\ve not been particularly effective in reducing 
'recidivism rates where they have been tried. There is ongoing 
research in this area, though, and the question is not yet 
completely settled. 

The record'on vocational training, education, and work experience 
for prisoners is' somewhat more encouraging, although still very 
mixed. Current research provides some evidence that when they 
are well implemented these programs can have a modest but 

\
significant negative effect on recidivism. Studies of Unicor, 
the work experience/training program active in Federal prisons, a 
vocational training program for state prisoners in South 
Carolina, and a Wisconsin basic education program all found 
significant drops ,in recidivism due to participation. The Unicor 
study also found a significant increase in post-prison employment 
for program participants. However, many studies of employment 
and training programs for prisoners have found no effects at all., 

Seotion 3: Eduoational Institutions 

section 3 discusses research on the effectiveness of two impor
tant educational institutions -- the adult basic education system 

, and post-secondary education (2 and 4 year colleges and universi 
ties) -- in raising the future'employment and earnings of those 
who participate in them. 

These institutions are not explicitly part of our government 

employment services system, but they play a critical role in it. 

Government programs rely on such schools for many of the actual 

training services at the local level, so evidence on their 

effectiveness is directly relevant to the success of government 

training. For example, t~e bulk of long-term training for 

displaced workers is carried out through community colleges, and 

many welfare-to-workprograms emphasize adult basic education in 

their curricula. ' 


There is some sketchy eviderice available' on the outcomes of adult 

basic education programs. One study has found that mastery of 

basic mathematics in the 12th grade leads to large increases in 

wage rates. However, this positive effect of basic education is 

delayed -- graduates show increased earnings 6 years after 

leaving high school, but no difference in earnings at the 2 year 

point. This indicates that results from basic education may take 

considerable time to become evident. 


Other studies have examined the impact of GED receipt. GEDs are 

the major basic education credential ava.ilable to adults. \ 

Unfortunately, the GED appears to have more of a credentialing 

than a training effect. Most GEDrecipients study for just a few 

weeks in preparation for the test, which, is not enough time to 

truly improve skills. Thus, the GED appears to certify pre
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I existing skills differences,not serve as a mechanism for 
improving skills. This hypothesis is supported by the finding 
that 	once. pre-existing differences are corrected for, adults show 
little or no gain in earnings or employment due to GED receipt. 
The majority of the earnings gains that do result appear to come 
from 	the increased access·to 'higher education that the ,GED 
provides.' 	 . 

There is extensive evidence available on the benefits of·post
secondary education for its graduates. The impacts of higher 
education appear to be very positive, and have been steadily 
increasing over the past 20 years. Current research has reached 
some general conclusions about the nature of these impacts-

o 	 A year of post-secondary education is estimated increases 
earnings in the range of 5% to 10%, and these earnings 
increases last throughout one's career. Some studies have 
shown even greater impacts. This impact estimate corrects 
for differences ,in pre-existing ability leveis between those 
who do and do not go to college. 

o 	 Economists have calculated that the income returns per year 
of credits completed are similar for 2-year community 
colleges and 4-year colleges. This is despite the fact that 
community colleges provide mostly vocational education and 
4-year schools provide a more academic background. 

o 	 Substantial earnings increases result regardless of whether 
or not students complete their degrees. 

o 	 Both younger and older students gain significant income 
boosts from participating in·higher education. 

SECTION 4: New Jobs: Re-Employment Proqrams For'Dislocated 
Workers 

section 4 analyses the evidence on our experience with 
reemployment services for· dislocated workers. Many dislocated 
workers have great difficulty in finding new jobs that pay wages 
even 	close to what they earned on their previous job. This 
section discusses both the effectiveness of both training and 
other reemployment services in helping these unemployed workers. 

A rich variety ~f re-employment programs for dislocated workers 
have been tried, ranging from conventional training programs to 
bonuses paid upon receipt of a new job. Although many of these 
approaches are still experimental and are being used only,in a 
few pilot programs, there is evaluation evidence available on all 
of them. .In sum, the evidence indicates: 

o 	 Job search assistance targeted at dislocated workers who are 
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likely to be unemployed for a long period speeds the process 
of obtaining a new job. Reductions of .75 to 4 weeks in 
time 	receiving Unemployment Insurance (UI) benefits have 
been 	found, and the resulting savings were more than enough 
to pay for the program's costs. 

o 	 In general, an emphasis on early intervention seems to be 
useful. Early intervention was one of the keys to the 
successful job search assistance experiments for UI recipi
ents, and an evaluation of the JTPA training program for 
dislocated workers found that those localities which aggres
sively marketed services to workers early in their spell of 
unemployment were more successful in finding jobs for 
clients. 

o 	 Self-employment assistance programs significantly improve an 
.unemployed 	worker's chance of starting a successful new 
small business, and improve their overall likelihood of 
employment. However, self-employment is not a viable option 
for the majority of dislocated workers. 

o 	 Re-employment bonus programs, which pay a bonus to an unem
ployed worker when they find a new job, create small but 
significant reductions.in UI receipt. 

o 	 The evidence on training programs for dislocated workers is 
uncertain. Short-term training has so far been found to be 
ineffective for dislocated workers, but more research is 
called. for in this area~ 

There is no reliable direct evidence on the.effectiveness of 
long~term training for dislocated workers. However, the 
evidence on the impact of community college education 
summarized in section 3 above indicates that dislocated 
workers can expect income gains of from 5% to 10% per year 
of long-term comm~nity college training. 

This evidence is very relevant since the majority of long
term training programs for dislocated workers contract with 
local community colleges to provide vocational education. 
Dislocated workers in training are generally older students 
returning to school, and. generally take courses without 
receiving degrees. The findings in Section 3 show that this 
type of student can expect substantial returns for community 
college education. 
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ALLEVIATING UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG THE DISADVANTAGED: 

USING THE CCC AND OTHER ·PUBLIC JOBS PROGRAMS OF THE 


NEW DEAL AS AMODEL FOR A NEW JOBS INITIATIVE 


The sheer lack of suitable job opportunities appears to be an enduring obstacle to 
employment for many Americans. The overall official unemployment rate is much 
higher, on average, than it was several decades ago~ as is the rate of long-term 
unemployment. Moreover, double-digit un,employment can be found in many pockets of 
the country and is endemic in our nation's inner cities. . 

Joblessness among U.S. males has increased particularly dramatically over the past 
quarter century. The nonemployment rate for prime age males was almost twice as high 
during the expansion of the late 1980s as it was during the expansion of the late 1960s. 
Virtually all of the trend toward rising male joblessness is . accounted for by rising 
unemployment and nonparticipation among less-educated and low-wage individuals. 

Increases in persistent joblessness have been most pronounced among young black males 
living in America's inner cities. Approximately 40 percent of out-of-school'black males 
aged 16-24 are currently out of work. In some inner cities, 60 percent or more of less
educated, young black males are nonemployed. William Julius Wilson and others have. 
hypothesized that increased'joblessness among black males is a driving force behind the 
decline in two-parent families among inner city blacks and accompanying high rates of 
poverty, welfare dependency, violence, crime, and drug abuse in urban America. 

The employment problems of disadvantaged individuals in today's inner cities are similar 
in scope to the employment problem faced by the nation as a whole during the Great 
Depression. As part of the New Deal, President Roosevelt started a number of public 
jobs programs aimed at getting money into the hands of desperately poor families. 
Collectively, these program:s were quite substantial both in terms of the number of 
persons served and the proportion of GNP and the federal budget spent on them. Many 
buildings, bridges, roads, airports, and national and State parks still exist today that were 
constructed by these public jobs programs. Over the years, there has been an enduring 
appeal to the concept of putting unemployed persons to work in useful public works 
projects. 

\ 

This paper describes the New Deal public jobs programs and options for developing . 
analogous polices to address the -problems of persistent joblessness, particularly among 
disadvantaged groups. The paperbegins with a brief summary of the nature of the 
problem. It then discusses the design and operation of the New Deal programs; efforts 
over the years to re~estab1ish these programs; current public employment efforts at the 
federal and state level; the potential role of a new public jobs programs in relation to the 
joblessness of disadvantaged Americans; and issues and options related to re-establishing 
national public employment programs. 



I. The Problem of Persistent Joblessness among the Disadvantaged . 

The absence of job opportunities is· more than a transitory phenomenon for many 
workers. Overall, the· national unemployment rate has averaged 6.6 percent in the 19905, 
which is lower than its 1980s average, but is about 2 percentage points higher thari its 
average in the 1950s and the 1960s. Much of the increasejn unemployment is accounted 
for by a rise in the amount of long-term unemployment (i.e., individuals experiencing 
unemployment for 27 weeks or more). 

Concern about the enduring lack of employment opportunities is especially concentrated 
among particular regions of the country or particular groups of workers. West Virginia 
stands out as an entire state where unemployment consistently stands at double-digit 
levels, but double-digit unemployment is common throughout the Appalachian region and 
in many of the nation's. inner cities as well. While Americans are quite geographically 
mobile and migration from declining to expanding areas is a hallmark of U.S. labor 
market adjustment, many find it difficult to escape the inner city, and less-educated 
workers face diminished earnings prospects throughout the nation. 

Among particular groups of workers, there has been a marked deterioration in the labor 
market faced by less-educated and less-skilled males over the past 25 years.1 This 
deterioration has been true for white and Hispanic males, but it has been concentrated 
among black males. It has shown up in terms of both increased unemployment and 
decreased labor force participation. Much of this decline involves persistent joblessness-
individuals are essentially jobless 52 weeks out of the year. We have a growing class of 
persistently non-employed individuals. These same groups with substantial declines in 
employment rates have also experienced dramatic declines in real hourly wages over the 
last twenty years. 

Table 1 illustrates the declining rates of employment of black males. As the table shows, 
employment for black males has fallen sharply since the late 1960s. Employment rates. 
for white male~ have also dropped during this period, but much less markedly. Large 
declines in employment are also apparent over the same time period for out-of-school 
black teenagers. . 

" 
lAlthough'white collar unemployment became a larger problem indte United States during the early 

19905, more educated and skilled workers are better able to adjust to labor market changes than are the 
less skilled who lack tIle education, training, and connections to take advantage of emerging labor 
market opportunities. Despite continued corporate downsizing, managerial and professional employment 
is coming back and has expanded at a moderately brisk pace over the past year. 
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Table 1 

Employment Rates among Black and White Males, 1954-92 

Blacks and Other Non-Whites Whites 

Age 1954 1964 1977 1981 1992 1954 1964 1977 1981 1992 

20-24 
25-54 

.76 

.86 
.78 
.88 

.61 

.82 
.58 
.79 

.58 

.78 
.78 
.94 

.79 

.94 
.81 
.91 

.77 

.91 
.76 
.88 

There are a number of factors that may have contributed to this decline in the 
employment as well as the real and relative wages of black men, particularly young black 
men, since the late 1960s: 

o 	 There has been a shift in relative labor demand against blue-collar work 
and against less-educated workers; these shifts had a Qisproportionately 
adverse effect on blacks, and especially on black males. The decline. iiI 
manufacturing hit young, black males in the midwest hardest' of all. 

o 	 Slow economic growth and weak labor markets throughout much of the last 
twenty years have limited the opportunities in the labor market for young 
black males. 

o 	 The large influx -of women into the labor force in the last 30 years may 
have decreased the competitive position of young black males in the labor 
market. Robert Topel of the University of Chicago has presented some 
suggestive but far from conclusive evidence indicating that the problems of 
less-skilled males appear to have been greater in regions with a more rapid 
increase in female labor force participation. But many potential omitted 
factors could drive this correlation. 

o 	 There has been a shift in employment opportunities out of central cities 
and into the suburbs. 

o 	 Inner-city public schools have not responded adequately to the changing 
economic structure of our country. Not enough success has been made on 
preventing youths from dropping out of school despite the large decline in 
the number of low-skilled manufacturing jobs that previously provided 

. decent earnings to male high school dropouts. 

o Many successful professional and worlcing class blacks have moved out of 
inner cities, leaving behind high concentrations of the poor-:--a process which 
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may have removed the influence of many 'positive role models and 
"enforcers" from the inner city and, inadvertently, assisted the erosion of 
social norms concerning work and family responsibilities. . 

o There· has been a decline in Federally funded employment and training 
, 	 programs for disadvantaged workers and youth in the 19805, thus taking 

away a buffer to the lack of job opportunities for disadvantaged individuals 
in America's inner cities. 

o 	 There was a decline in the intensity of affirmative action pressure' and anti~ 
discrimination activities during the 1980s ~~and this may· have eroded. to 
some degree the labor market position of young black college graduates. 

o 	 The end of the Cold War and the downsizing of the military has also 
reduced a major avenue for upward mobility, education, and training for 
black males. 

Economic changes (especially labor demand shifts away from manufacturing and weak 
labor markets) maY' have started the downward cycle for black males, bqt persistent 
joblessness has in tum contributed to social changes in urban communities (increases in 
crime, violence, and drug abuse, and breakdowns in the traditional family) that now make 
it very difficult to deal with the labor market problems in inner cities. This problem is 
not unique to U.S. urban areas. Persistent joblessness associated with industrial decline 
in the North of England appears to be connected to. increased crime; drug use,and 

. violence and a rapidly expanding "underclass" in formerly stable working class areas. 
Similar phenomena have been observed in high unemployment parts of southern Spain 
and Italy. 	 . 

A stronger economy, rapid private sector employment growth, and tighter labor markets 
are a necessary condition for improving job prospects for young black men and other 
disadvantaged groups in America's inner cities, but the extent of the problems and the 
experience of the boom of the late 19805 suggest economic growth by itself unassisted by . 
policies designed to specifically deal with the problems of high poverty areas may not 
sufficient to reverse r.ecent trends. Extremely tight labor markets in the late 19805 in 
places such as Boston and New Jersey temporarily improved employment prospects for 
disadvantaged workers, but did not make a substantial dent into reversing trends towards 
increasing violence, neighborhood disintegration, and persistent poverty. 

Besides a strong economy, sound policies of investments in communities, education, and 
training are also needed to improve economic and social conditions in high' poverty areas. 
The Administration has started this process with the Empowerment Zone initiative, the' 
Youth Fair Chance initiative, and an expansion of the Job Corps. Furthermore, broader 
policies concerning life-long learning such as the school~to·work initiative, reform of 
student loans, National Service, and the comprehensive worker adjustment program can 
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potentially play an important role in improving labor market prospectS for disadvantaged 
individuals. Welfare reform is another important component of the agenda. . . 

Two key policy issues remain regarding t4e persistent joblessness of many disadvantaged 
Americans: 

1. Is direct job creation (either through public works or public service 
employment) a necessary supplement to training arid education programs? Can it 
raise demand for disadvantaged individuals and thereby reduce overall joblessness 
and increase incomes in high-poverty communities in a manner consistent with. 
promoting work and responsibility? Such programs can also produce socially 
beneficial outcomes such as more and improved parks, reforestation, and other 
public works and social services. 

2. What other broad initiatives aimed at disadvantaged youth are necessary to 
raise their aspirations, increase their educational attainment, and make them 
competitive for jobs that pay enough to support a family? Do we need large new 
federal investments in inner-city elementary schools and secondary schools? ,In 
helping disadvantaged youth learn about, apply for, and enroll in college? In 
expanding sports and recreation programs in inner-city neighborhoods? . In 
reforming job training programs (especially JTP A Title II) to provide -more 
comprehensive services to youth? 

Even with the Administration's other initiatives, some direct job creation may be 
necessary to make sure that jobs exist at the end of training programs. pirect job 
creation--particularly if targeted towards high poverty communities--may be able to keep 
joblessness down and also get money into poor neighborhoods. If progress can be made 
to reduce pers~stent joblessness and maintain tighter labor markets in' high poverty areas, 
other social problems will be much easier to handle. The combination of private sector 
oriented policies such as Empowerment Zones and COmmunity Development Banks can 
be combined with jobs programs to make a truly comprehensive approach at improving 
the situation for the disadvantaged. 

II. Public Jobs Programs of the New Deal 

While there were .several federal work relief programs in operation during the Great 
Depression, the most notable programs were the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), the 
,Works Progress Administration (WPA), the Public Works Administration (PWA), and 
the National Youth Administration (NYA). Of these, the CCC is generally regarded as 
the most popular an,d successful, while the WP A was by far the largest . 

. 1. The CCC put young men from. poor families to work in conservation projects 
on our country's public lands. Work projects included reforestation, fighting forest 
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fires, building national and state parks, fighting tloo'ds, and soil conservation. 
Many national and state parks now in existence were originally built by the CCC, 
and many buildings and cabins constructed by the CCC in these parks still exist 
today. The National Arboretum here in Washington D.C. was developed in large 
part by the CCC. 

The CCC was in operation between 1933 and 1942. It was an entirely residential 
program operated out of work camps. The Army was responsible for food, 
.shelter, . and discipline at the work camps, while agencies such as the Forest 
Service, Interior Department, and Soil Conservation Service were responsible for 
the work projects. The Department of Labor was responsible for recruitment. 

The CCC had a peak enrollment of 500,000, but an enrollment of between 

250,000 and 300,000 was more typicaL This was quite a large program. By 

contrast, the current Job Corps program has an enrollment of 40,000. 


For the first five years of the program, enrollment was limited to young men ages 
18 to 25 living in families on relief rolls. In 1937, legislation changed the age 
group to 17 to 24 and allowed unemployed men from non-relief families ,to enter 
the program. InitIally, local woodsmen and carpenters were opposed to the 
creation of the CCc, thinking it would cost them work. But this opposition was 
muted by hiring them as work supervisors in the program. Five percent of work 
• . J 

slots in the program were reserved for hiriiIg adult men as work supervisors. 

While the main purpose of the CCC was to get money to poor families, the 
program also aimed at conducting useful work. Thus, large proportions of the 
program funds went towards maintaining residential camps necessary for 
conducting work in wilderness areas, skilled supervision, and materials and 
supplies. Roughly 45. percent of program funds went to enrollee wages. By 
contrast, over 80 percent of funds in the Public Service Employment (PSE) 
programs of the 1970s went to employee wages. But the 1970s programs are 
remembered as being much less successful than the CCC. 

2. The WP A was the New Deal's largest work relief program. It provided federal 
funds for work projects . operated by State and local governments. Unlike the 
CCC, the WP A was a non-residential program. Persons had to be at least 18 
years-old to enter, but there was no upper age limit. Eligibility for the program 
was based on family need, but persons did not' have to be on direct relief to 
participate. However, at one point, the WPA's deputy director reported that 95 
percent' of enrollees came from relief rolls. Enro]]ment was limited to one person 
per poor family. The program peak enrollment was 3.3 million, and typical1y had 
an· enrollment of over 2 million. 
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The WP A conducted a wide variety of work projects, but it put most people to 
work doing manual labor on construction projects. Work projects included 
building sidewalks, street curbs, school athletic fields and stadiums, parks, 
playgrounds, swimming pools, water lines, and landing fields. Non-construction 
WP A projects included sewing clothes, serving school lunches, teaching literacy, 
and canning food. The WP A also sponsored projects for writers and artists, as 
well as local orchestras. Eighty-eight percent of federal WP A funds were spent on 
wages, although State and local governments could supplement the federal funds 
with their· own money for materials and supplies. These State and local funds 
enabled the WP A to conduct construction projects, and meant that for manyWPA 
projects much less than 88 percent of f¥nds went towards: wages. Over its 
existence, the WP A built or reconstructed 617,000 miles of new roads, 124,000 
bridges and viaducts, and 35,000 buildings. Notable projects included the 
construction of New York's Central Park Zoo, the Philadelphia Art Museum, and 
La Gllardia Airport. 

During most of the WP A's life, there were no restrictions on how long a person 
could remain in the program. Enrollees did, however, have to accept private 
sector jobs if they were available. Legislation in 1939 required that anyone in the 
WP A for over 18 months had to leave the program for 30 days. At that time, it 
was estimated that 17 percent oIall enrollees had been in the program 3 years or 
more. In New York City, 42 percent of enrollees had been in the program for 
over three years. 

3. The PWA differed from the· WP A in that it funded federal, State, and local 
. construction projects conducted through private contractors .. Due to the use of 
private contractors, funds were not directed at the poor but rather more generally 
at increasing employment. Thus, the PWA was a public works' program rather 
than a public jobs program. The PWA preceded the WP A, and once the WP A 
was established a division of responsibility was established whereby the WPA 
would concentrate on light construction and service projects and the PWAwould 
conduct heavy construction through private coritractors. The Grand Coulee dam 
was built by the PWA . The PWA's peak enrollment was 540,000. ' 

I 

4. The NYA included work programs for both in-school and out-of-school youth. 
These were relatively cheap, non-residential projects. Most jo~ were ·part-time. 
The NYA can be seen as the.antecedent of the Neighborhood Youth Corps of the 
1960s and the current Summer Youth Employment Program, although it is unclear 
whether these latter programs were designed in any way'based on the NY A 
experience. Peak enrollment was 808,000. 

Some observations on. these depression-era programs include the following: 
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0, 	 President Roosevelt and Congress understood thai direct income support 
was cheaper than work relief. Estimates were that work relief was 37 
percent more expensive t~an direct relief. Nonetheless, the President and 
Congress decided to go with work relief because of a general loathing for 
simply paying out cash welfare to persons. There were people at the time 
who argued that direct' relief could serve more people. 

o 	 Besides providing income support, public jobs programs can also produce 
useful work. There was within the Roosevelt Administration a recognized 
trade-off between these two goals. The cOnflict between these goals was 
evident in decisions on how selective to be in hiring workers, what projects 
to conduct, whether to use private contractors, how much funds would be 
spent on supervision, and how much funds could be spent on equipment, 
materials, and supplies. Within the Administration, there were advocates 
of both the income support and the useful work goals .. The different work 
relief programs varied in the emphasis placed towards each goal. The 
WPAwas aimed mainly at income support, and a high proportion of its ' 
funds went to wages for the participants. By contrast, the PWA and CCC 
spent a much greater proportion of their funds than the WP A on 
supervision, equipment, and materials. 

o 	 Combined, the New Deal work relief programs employed about 4 million 
people·a year out of a·total population· of less than 130 million. This wou,ld 
be the equivalent of employing 8 million people today in public service 
employment. The WPA's $1.36 billion annual budget made up over 10 
percent of the federal government's budget and over 1 percent of the 
country's GNP. An equivalent expenditure relative to GNP today:would 
amount to a' public works program costing more than $60 billion a year. 

ill. Previous Efforts to Re-Create Public. Jobs Programs 

The New Deal public jobs programs were discontinued with the need to mobilize the 
armed forces for World War It As the end of World War II approached, President 
Roosevelt spoke in his 1945 State of the Union address about an American Economic 
Bill of Rights and his plan for continued public works projects. However, no major 
public jobs programs were enacted at the end of the war. 

As part of the War on Poverty, the Neighborhood Youth Corps was established.in 1964. 
The program included year-round components for both in-school and out-of-schoolyouth, 
as well as a summer component. The focus' of all three components was to provide work 
experience for economically disadvantaged youth ages 16 to 21. The in-school program 
provided part-time jobs for 15' hours a week, while the out-of-school program provided 
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full-time jobs. Uke the Job Corps, the program originated Pt the Office of Economic 

opportunity, and then was switched the Department of Labor. 


The Neighborhood Youth Corps was a fairly large program. In FY 1968,. for example, 
the in-school component had an enrollment of 135,000 youth; the out-of-school : 
component had an enrollment of 63,000 youth; and' the summer program employed 
340,000 youth. The Department of Labor continues to run both year-round and summer 
programs aimed at disadvant~ged youth, but the focus of the year-round progra~s has' 
shifted: away from employment to job training for out-{)f-school youth and preparing in-
school youth for the labor market. . 

( 

Also during the War on Poverty in the 1960s, large-scale public employment was 
. proposed to address the high levels of unemployment among inner-city adult males. 
Secretary of .Labor Willard Wirtz argued strongly for a major public jobs program, and 
the Kerner Commission on the 1967 Riots recommended a program that would create 1 
million public sector jobs in three years. In 1971, a public jobs program was esiablished 
by Congress, and· operated under various designs and at varying funding levels for the 
remainder of the 19708. . . 

In the meantime, there'were several attempts in Congress to re-create the CCC~ Bills to 
re-create the CCC were introduced in 1947, 1950, 1957, 1959, and 1963. In 1964, 
Congress established the Job Corps, in large part based on the CCC concept. The 

. legislative history of the Job Corps suggests that .Congress intended to establish a training 
program in the Job Corps contract centers, and to establish.a work program like the· 

'CCC in the Job Corps conservation centers. But t~e conservation centers developed into 
construction training programs rather than work programs .. 

In 1970, Congress established the Youth Conservation- Corps (YCC) as a summer 
program for 16-19 year-olds operated by the interior Department and the Forest Service. 
In 1975, a state component was added to the YCc. In 1977, Congress enacted the
Young Adult Conservation Corps (YACC) as a year-round program for 16-23 year-olds 
as part of the Carter Administration's Yduth Employment and Demonstration Projects 
Act (YEDPA). 

. , 

Uke the summer YCC program, YACC had separate components operated by Interior, 
the Forest Service, and the States. Unlike YCC, funds for YACC were allocated through 
the Department of Labor and DOL retained an adrirlnistrative function over the. 
program. Theprogr&m was funded at roughly $225 million a year,with an enrollment of 
about 20,000. 

In many respects YACC replicated the CCc. However, it was a much smaller program 
than the CCC, and was designed and operated much more cheaply than the original 
CCC. While the CCC was entirely residential, YACC was required by legislation to be 
25 percent residential-:--but it never qu~te reached that figure. While the CCC _spent only 
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45 percent of its funds on· enrollee wages, DOL first·required YACC to spend 60 
percent••a{1d later 70 percent··of its funds o~ enrollee wages. This sharply curtailed .the 
supervision, materials, supplies, .and equipment that could be used by the program--and 
thus the scope of the work projects. , ' 

Both YCC and Y ACC fell victim to the budget cuts started by President Carter. and 
carried through by President Reagan. ' 

IV. Public Service Employment in the 1970s . 

The ,Public Employlnent' Program (PEP) was signed into law hI 1971, and was funded at 
roughly $1 billion a year~ .At its peak; it provided employment for about 185,000 persons. i 

Most jobs were created in local and State government agencies. Eligibility was open to 
anyone unemployed for a week or more, was working less than full-time involuntarily, or 
working full-ti,me at wages that provided less than a poverty-level income. SixtY-four 

. percent of participants were white, 72 percent were male, only 26 percent were high 
school dropouts, 31 percent hadsome post-secondiuy training or education, and only 12 
percent were welfare recipients. The average wage was $2.87 an hour, when the 
minimum was $1.60 an hour. 

In 1973, the Comprehensive Employment and TniiningAct (CETA) was passed, and 
PEP was replaced by a public service employment (PSE) program aimed at structural 
unemployment. Funds were to.be disbursed to areas of unemployment of 6.5 percent or 
more. In late 1974, Congress added to CETA a countercyclical PSE program. The 
legislation for both of these programs specified that at least 90 percent of ~nds be used 
only for wages and employee benefits of participants. In June of 1975, enrollments stood 
at 280,000 for both of these programs combined. The jobs in these PSE programs were 
mainly in State and local government agencies, and participants were mainly white, male, 
and high school graduates. Only 36 percent were economically disadvantaged. 

Amendments to these PSE programs in 1976 were aimed at reducing the fiscal< 
substitution of locally paid workers with federally subsidized workers. These amendments 
restricted eligtbility to persons who had been unemployed 15 of the previous 20. weeks, 
and required that in'the countercyclical program all newly hired workers beyond the 
number needed to sustain State and local governments at their existingPSE level be 
assigned to special projects that .would last no more than one year. During the spring of 
President ,Carter's first year in . office, COngress authorized another $4 billion for PSE 
programs. Enrollment in these programs increased from 300,000 in May 1977 to 755,000 
in April 1978. Also during this period, the proportion of job slots going to community .. 
based organizations increased.greatly to 25 'percent of the.program •. 

There \vas a large difference in the types of people hired for the State and . local 

government "sustainment" slots and those hired for the one year special projects in local 
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govemm~nts and 'CBOs. Enrollees in special projects were more iikely to be minority, 
high school dropouts, and welfare recipients. 

Job slots in the sustainment component of PSE tended to be in the areas of property 
maintenance, public works, street repair, aides in police and fire departments, and park 
'maintenance. Special project slots also included work in park and street maintenance, 
but more generally were in social service positions such as teacher's aide, health aide, 
child care, social work, drug counseling, recreation aide, school lunchroom aides, library 
assistants, hospital attendants, and clerks in social welfare agencies. In 1977, the average 
wage paid in slistainment positions was $4.50 and the average wage in project jobs was 
$4.32. The minimum wage at that time was $2.30; In 1978, slightly less than 10 percent 
of PSE participants were AFDC recipients. 

In 1978, amendments to CETA further tightened eligibility requirements, lowered the 
limits on what PSE workers could be paid, and required job training to be provided to 
participants. Also during this period, the Carter AdminIstration planned to use public 
service employment as a key part of its welfare reform initiative. The idea was to 
provide heads ofAFDC households, with minimum-wage PSE jobs, but the Carter 
welfare refor~ initiative did not become law. 

Funding for PSE declined sharply in 1979 and 1980, and in 1981 the Reagan 
Administration terminated the program. InFY 1980, 85 percent of PSE participants had 
incomes below the poverty line at intake, and 17 percent were welfare recipients. As 
more disadvantaged persons were served by PSE, the wages paid in real terms declined. 
While in 1977 jobs in the sustainment component of PSE paid almost double the 

. 	 minimum wage, the average PSE wage in 1980 was only 26 percent higher than the 
minimum wage of $3:10 an hour. 

It is difficult to derive a cost per slot figure for PSE programs under CETA--the 
programs fluctuated so Illuch from year to year that a steady state was never achieved. 
Based on restrictions on how much could be used for purposes other than wages and 
employee benefits, a rough estimate is that the cost per 'slot was around $10,000 in 198O~ 
Adjusting forinflation, this would amount to about $17,250 today. However, pegged 
instead to changes in the minimum wage--which has not kept up With inflation, this would 
amount to about $13,200 per slot. If we paid only the minimum wage, the equivalent 
PSE job today would cost $10,600 a slot ($8,840 of which would be in wages). 

Observations about the, CETA PSE programs that are relevant today are as follows: 

It is feasible to m,ount a large public service employment program in a 
short period of time, and potential PSE slots do exist in State and local 
governments and comIllunity based organizations. The $4 billion (the 
equivalent of $9 billion tOday) PSE program operated in 1977 had over 
700,000 enrollees. 
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The CET A PSE program differed fundamentally from the depression-era 
CCC and WP A programs in that CET A simply incrementally added 
workers to existing programs. CETA was a public service employment 
program, not a work projects program. CET A did not build new parks or 
roads as the CCC or WPA did. This explains'why the CETA PSE 
programs were so relatively cheap. They'involved minimal extra 
supervision, equipment, and materials. Re-creating the CCC today, with 
some of the light and medium construction that it did in building State 
parks, would probably cost about $20,000 per slot (assuming $8,840 in 
wages would constitute roughly 45 percent of expenditures per slot). WP A 
projects varied greatly, and would probably range in costs today from 
$10,000 to $25,000 per slot. CETA PSE programs were much cheaper. 
The lack of explicit and visible projects created by CET A also made it 
more difficult to defend than the WPA or CCC in the face of anecdotes 
concerning make-work jobs, fraud, and abuse. 

V. Current Programs 

State and local Conservation Corps. While federal funding for YCC and YACC ended 
during the 1980s, interest in conservation and service corps continued in State and local 
governments. The premier State conservation program is the California Conservation 
Corps. The California CCC is the closest thing going to replicating the old CCC. The 
California program has 18 residential centers, spread across the State, plus non-residential 
satellites to these centers. The program has an enrollment of 2,000 youth and a budget 
of over $50 million. Work projects include reforestation, stream clearance, fighting forest 
fires, fighting floods, and_trail development. The California CCC would likely be the 
model for any efforts to re-create the original CCc. Evaluations of the residential 
component of the California CCC have found that it has been successful at producing in
program earnings gains for out-of-school youth, but it does not appear as succes~ful in 
terms of long-term gains as the Job Corps, a residential work-experience program With a 
much stronger educational component. 

Overall, there currently are 75 year-round or summer service and conservation corps 
operated at t~e State or local level. The combined budgets of these programs are $180 
million, and roughly 20,000 youth participate in them each year. '(These programs on 
average are cheaper than the California CCC because they are almost exclusively non
residential and many are summer-only programs). 

Summer Youth Employment and Training Program. The Department of Labor, 
continues to operate a large ,summer youth employment program each year. This past 
summer approximately $1 billion was spent on ,the program, and 656,000 youth ages 16
21 were served., This represents the largest existing public service employment program 
op~rated by the federal government. Funds are distributed on aformula basis to.local' 
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areas, which then administer the program. Places of work include public schools, 
government agencies, hospitals, and non-profit organizations. 

An evaluation of the 1993 program conducted by Westsat found that enrollees ~ere 
conducting real and productive work, and learning the work ethic. There was little 
evidence of "make-work" projects. Both employers and youths were enthusiastic about 
the. program. " 

The study also found that there was a shortfall in available job slots in almost all local 
areas,. and that more youth could have been served if more funding had been available-
indicating that disadvantaged youth do want to work if given the chance. Expanding the 
summer youth employment program--and extending its educational component year
round--could be a useful complement to a new public service employment initiative . 

. National Service. The President's new National Service, initiative ~i1l provide for a 
modest expansion of State and local service and conservation corps programs. The 

, expansion will not be all that great, as the National Service initiative will have aibudget 
of only $500 million & year, and much of this will go towards the educational trust and to 
a variety of programs other than the service, and conservation corps. 

Re-establishing the CCC could fit in exactly with what the Administration's goa}, of 
expanding the national service cOncept. Conservation corps programs provide youth and 
young adults with an opportunity to work towards improving the environment. The. 
California COnservation Corps, for example, pushes the notion that corps memb,ers are 
there to ;serve the State of California. Conservation corps programs also allow youth who 
have not gone on to college a chance to do natipnal service--a good balance to inany 
service programs aimed mainly at college graduates. A public jobs program for' adults 
based on the WP A could similarly be tied to national service themes. 

" ' \. . 

VI. A New Public Jobs Program 'in Relation to the Joblessness of the Disadvantaged 
, 

A new jobs program aimed at disadvantaged individuals could be targeted specifically on 
high-poverty areas .. Targeting a public jobs program on high-poverty neighborhoods 
would keep the costs of. the program manageable, while' at the same time alloWing us to 
serve a sufficient proportion of the area's population to have a potential impact on 
community vahles regarding work and the family. A program targeted on high-poverty 
communities could reach a SIgnificant proportion of both the black and the Hispanic 
poor. Overall, 58 percent of. the black poor and 43 percent of the Hispanic live' in 20 
percent or higher poverty areas, and perhaps 25 percent of the black poor live in 40 ' 
percent or higher poverty areas. . 

Such a program could make a significant dent in nonemployment among youths' in 
'. depressed areas, potentially having· a positive effect on social mores about work.; 
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Assuming that 7S percent ofenrollees in a public jobs ,program would be males and that 
almost all enrollees in these programs would be between 18 and 34 years-old, a, public 
jobs program of 240,000 slots would serve slightly more than an estimated 10 :percent' of 
non-employed males in this age group in these geographic areas. 

I 

Restricting the public jobs programs to 30 percent or 40 percent poverty areas would 
much more sharply focus them on minority groups. ,For example, in 20 percent: poverty 
areas, roughly41 percent of the population is non-Hispanic white, 38 percent is non
Hispanic black, and 19 percent is Hispanic. In 40 percent poverty areas, 26 percent of 
the population is non-Hispanic white, 47 percent 'of the population is non-Hispanic black, 
and 22 percent is Hispanic. A public jobs program of 240,000 slots targeted 0040 
percent or higher poverty areas could serve over a third of non-employed m~es' ages 18- . 
34 in these areas. . 

, . ' 

An issue regarding the use of public jobs to fight joblessness in high poverty areas is that 
a large proportion of enrollees may need to stay in public jobs over-several yeais. 
Evaluations suggest that most existing job training programs have only a marginal impact 
on the long-term employment levels ,of enrollees? There is little reason to believe that 
public employment programs would have a larger impact than job training, on subsequent 
employment rates. But a large scale jobs program in high poverty areas can po~entially 
keep labor markets tighter and improve employment prospects for other. residents and 
for those leaving the programs. 

It may be possible to design a· public jobs program that provides for natural transitions to 
private sector jobs by focusing on jobs involving ikiIls that may be in demand in. the 
private sector. If we targeted publicjobs to such occupations, enrollees could over time 
make a transition to the private sector. Nevertheless, it should be kept in mid that it is 

. very difficult to make accurate projections of this type. 

VII. Design Issues Regarding Re-Creating Public Jobs Programs 

1. Scale. Should the Administration .be interested in developing jobs programs 
analogous to the CCC and/or the WPA? At what funding levels? Each has its 
comparative advantages. A CCC-type program would give youth and young, adults 
a more intensive residential' experience, which is more likely to have a long-term 
impact on their lives.. A WPA-type program would ,be relatively less expensive 
and thus able to serve more people. It is more appropriate for persons over 2S 
than the CCc. . 

I 

1be gains from traditional, training programs, such as JTPA Title II, appear ,to be more su~stantial 
for disadvantaged adults than for disadvantaged youths. More intensive programs with a variety of 
services appear more effective for youth. I 
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The CCC would be a complement; rather than a substitute, for the Job Corps. 
Even with its proposed expansion over the next several years, the Job Corps will 
serve each year less than 4 percent of the 2A millio~ economically disadvantaged 
youth between the ages of 16 and 21. The Job Corps and the CCC would attract 
slightly different populations of youth--the Job Corps being more appealing to, 
youth interested in training, the CCC more appealing to youth who want to work 
outdoors. and perform national service~ , 

It would cost about $5 billion a year to replicate the CCC at its 1930s level; $800 
million a year to replicate it at the 40,000 enrollment level of the Job Corps; and 
$400 million a year to replicate it at the 20,000 enrollment level of the 1970s 
YACC program. It would take $6 billion a year to replicate the WPA at an 
enrollment level of 500,000; and $1 billion to replicate it at an enrollment level of 
80,000. 

2. Cost versus ,Quality of Work Projects. Non-tesidential CCC could be operated 
as cheaply as $12,000 per slot and WPA programs could be operated as cheaply 
as $10,000 per slot. To do so, however, would require sacrificing any attempt to 
make these quality programs with quality work projects. 

3. Public Works versus Public Jobs. This is the distinction between the 
depression-era PWA and WPA programs. It is possible to increase employment 
by investing in public works projects, and then letting private contractors bid to do 
the work. This is aimed at increasing employment levels generally. Public jobs 
programs directly target the work to particular groups, such as youth, the 
unemployed, or the poor. Both types of programs can have a role in public 

, policy. 

4. Eligibility. There are several options for deciding who should be eligible for 
CCC and ~A programs. They could be restricted to the economically 
disadvantaged, to high school dropouts, to AFDC recipients and the fathers 
attached to these families" or left untargeted. Modern-day CCC programs-
including the YCc, YACC, the California CCC, and most current State and local 
conservation corps-Mare ··left untargeted. This enables these programs to avoid 
placing any stigma on enrollees and to stress to enrollees that they are there to' 
serve the public good. At the same time, these programs tend to attract a 
population that is comprised of 50 to 60 percent high school dropouts. 

, 

5. Geographic Targeting. A possible way to target CCC and WPA programs to 
:, the poor but to avoid stigmatizing enrollees would be to geographically target ' 
these programs to residents of 20 percent or 40 percent poverty areas .. Applicants 
would .then not have to show proof of poverty-level income, yet we would still be 
reaching the population in greatest need in both urban and rural areas. 

. . I 
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6. Youth versus Adults. We would need separa,te programs for youth and adults~ 


We cannot just shove youth into aprogram designed for adults. Research strongly 

suggests that programs designed for adults are not effective for youth. A CCC

type program makes s~nse for youth, possibly with a residential component and an 

urban non-residential, component Experience with YACC suggests that 

residential programs work best when dealing with a fairly narrow age range of 

participants~-say the 18 to 23 year-old age range served by the California' CCC. 

Non-residential WPA programs could be aimed at adults. .., , 


7. Residential versus Non-residential. CCC programs can be operated more 

cheaply in a non-residential setting, but much of the appeal of the old CCC-was 

its residential setting.' Most likely, residential programs such as the Job Corps and 

the CCC have a much greater chance of turning around a young 'person's life than 

non-residential programs. The difference in cost' between residential and non

residential programs are not as great as one would suspect, 'in that typic~lly room 

and board is taken out of the pay~heck of residential enrollees. This is true in the 

California CCC and was true in YACC. Evaluations have also shown that non

residential GCC-type programs appear less successful for youth than residential 

CCC-type programs. 


8. How Long Enrollees Can Stay in the Program. At first thought, it would 

appear to make the most sense to limit the length-of-stay in CCC and WP A 

programs to perhaps a year. However, many inner-city and rural males may have 

very dim prospects of findirig private sector employment, and limiting the length-' 

of-stay in these programs will only result in giving these persons a one-year 

r~prieve out of poverty. The programs may be more effective if persons have the 

possibility of staying in these programs somewhat longer. Long ,stays in a WPA 

program could be avoided by restricting the jobs funded by the program to 

occupations with large projected job growth, thus, making for a natural progression 

to private sector jobs. The program could also require that enrollees rotate into a 

two-week job search assistance program every six 'months as a way of moving . 

people into private sector jobs. 


9. Possible Role of The Army. The Army had a significant role in the original 

,CCCin being in charge of the discipline and logistics of the work camps. The 

Army has not had a role in modem-day cm programs, but perhaps with the end 

of the Cold War it does now make sense to involve the'Army in these programs. 

The Army could take on the same role in residential CCC camps as, it did in the 

1930s, and surplus Army Corps of Engineers equipment could be used to enable 

the program to conduct larger construction projects than were done under Y ACC 

in the 1970s. 


10~ Availability of Work Projects. The Interior Department and the Forest' 
Service have a backlog of work projects' more than sufficient to provide jobs for a 
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CCC program at any,level at which we could afford to fund it. Reforestation has 
many ecological benefits, and for all practical purposes, there is an almost 
unlimited number of jobs that could be created in this area. There is much 
rehabilitation work that needs to be done in our National Parks. New State Parks 
could be developed, trails could be built and maintained, and cabins and shelters 
constructed. There will also be much conservation work as a result of the great 
floods this ye~r'inthe Midwest. 

WP A projects could most appropriately be designed around putting enrollees to 
.. 	work in high-growth occupations which can directly lead to private sector 

placements. Gardening and landscaping is a high growth occupation, and there is 
much need in our cities for tree planting and park development. The construction 
trades are high-growth occupations, and there is substantial need in inner cities for 
housing rehabilitation and the construction of moderate-income homes. As was 
done in the 1930s, opposition by skilled workers can be countered by hiring these 
workers as foremen. . 

11. Avoiding Claims of Waste and Abuse. How can we. make sure that a new jobs 
program is not hit with claims of waste and abuse? Such claims--for the most. 
part, exaggerated--eventually came to define the.CETA PSE programs. Avoiding 
such claims was a major concem.of the National Service staff in. designing their 
program. To maintain political support for a public works or public service 
employment program, we will need to keep close track of concrete 
accomplishments by such a program (e.g. trees planted, miles of road constructed, 
major projects completed, elderly served, etc.). This will be necessary to 
counteract anecdotes of fraud and abuse that will inevitably occur . 

. 12. Relation to Welfare Reform. Public jobs programs can address welfare . 
dependency both by employing welfare recipients and by attempting io get at one 
of the main causes of long-term welfare dependency--male joblessness. It is likely 
that under the Administration's proposed plan to limit AFDC receipt to two years, 
a public jobs program will be developed for recipients who reach their time limit 
on AFDC and still cannot find work There will remain a need to deal with the 
conditions of inner-city poverty and male joblessness that many believe are 
strongly linked to much long-term welfare dependency. 

13. Political Interest. There currently is some political interest in re-establishing 
public.jobs programs. InJanuary, Senators Boren, Daschle, Inouye, Levin, Pryor, 
Reid, and Simon introduced a bill to establish a jobs program siinilar in design to 
the WPA. In the last Congress, Senator Simon introduced a large guaranteed 
public jobs program. Senator Wofford was instrumental in starting the 

. Pennsylvania ConserVation Corps when he served as Secretary of Labor and 
Industry prior to becoming Senator, and he has promoted re-establishing the CCC. 
Congressman Wendell Ford has advocated for a large public works programs. In 
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1983, the House passed legislation to create an American Conservation Corps 
funded at $300 million a year~ The Senate subsequently passed a much toned
down version, but it was vetoed by President Reagan. Mickey-Kaus, the journalist 
and social critic, has also proposed a large public works program as a way of 
dealing with inner-city poverty; Re-establishing the CCC could be tied to the 
clean-up. of the Mississippi River flood. The California CCC is an impressive 
program, and Administration officials may want to visit it to see what a national 
CCC could look like. 

14. Example Proposals. Re-establish the CCC at a 40,000 enrollment level 
(making it an equivalent program in size to the.Job Corps) and the WPA at an 
enrollment level of 200,000, and restrict these programs to residents of 20 percent 
or higher poverty areas. Assuming that 75 percent of enrollees would be males 
and that almost all enrollees of these programs would. be between 18. and 34 
years-old, we would be serving slightly more than 10 percent of the non-employed 
males in this age group in these geographic areas. The cost would be $800 million 
a year for the CCC and $3 billion for theWPA. If the programs were operated at 
the same scale but restricted to residents of 40 percdnt or higher poverty areas, 
over a third of the non-employed males between 18 and 34 years-old· in these 
areas would be served. This would be approaching a scale large enough to 
dramatically change social and economic conditions in these target areas. 
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